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Bridgette Brown (right) and Carla Guno, youngsters who attend the 
Lazelle Pre-Sehool, said "thank you" Monday to the Terrace In- 
dependent Order of Foresters for a cash donation to the school. The 
money was raised by the IOF through a bazaar and donated to the 
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pre-school to help out with on-going financial difficulties. Lazelle 
Pre-School may have to close at the end of the month because of 
lack of government support. 
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Automobliedeaths and To date, there have p.m. when the snow 
accidents in the Terrace been 6 fatalities -- one in storm struek Sunday. 
patrol area are running town (Terrace)and 5 on in addition to the 6 
higher than last year, the highway. Last year at killed this year in 
according to Terrace this time there were none automobile aecidents in 
RCM P, Tuesday. in town and 3 in the the Terrace patrol area, 
unorganized area. there were I00 injured 
Cut  For the first 6 days of and a grand total of 602 
~,  , *s  ~ua"e~ December ,Safe Driving vehicle aecldents. 
Week~ there were 16 Deaths are double this 
motor vehicle accidents year compared to 197S Shocks , . , , . . o , , . .  value of when there were 
16,SO0 in damages; one recorded fatalities in the 
impaired driving charge unorganized area and 
T~ g'~ and four 24-hour drivers' none in town. 
D • ~./,  iicence suspensions. A The Canada Safety 
total of 33 persons were Council has issued these Federation charged underthe Motor further grim statistics: 
Vehicles Act for in- Between 1965 and 1975 
fractions. 804 children ~mder age 4 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Eleven of these ac- were killed in auto ae- 
British Columbia's fish cidents occurred in a 4- cidents in Canada, and 
and wildlife branch has block downtown area of 36,714 children were 
been ordered to turn back Terrace from noon to 4 injured. 
about $500,000 of its an- - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
nual $10 million budget, a
branch official said 
Monday. 
The official, who asked 
to remain anonymous, 
said in an interview the 
move has effectively 
rendered impotent the al- 
ready under-funded and 
shortstuffed brnneh. 
Because.of the cuts, the 
Vancouver Island region 
of the branch as ordered 
all of its beats out of the 
water, saying they're too 
expensive to operate 
under present restraints, 
he said.- 
As well, travel by 
branch personnel has 
almost come to a halt, he 
said. 
The cutback comes 
only months after con- 
sultant Bill Mair reported 
in a specially- 
" commissioned study that 
the branch is badly in 
need of more staff and 
money. Malr recom- 
mended a doubling of the 
McGeer Says School Taxes 
Will Have TO Be Increased 
VICTORIA (CP) -- 
Increasing costs coupled 
with declining 
enrolments can only lead 
to higher school taxes, 
Edueation Minister Pat 
McGeer said Monday. 
McGeer was respon- 
ding to criticism of last 
week's announcement 
that the provincial 
government would be 
raising the local tax- 
payers' share of eduction 
costs by 19 per cent in 
1978. 
"The costs of primary 
and secondary, education 
have been gomg up at a 
far faster rate than the 
income to government or 
the gross provincial prod- 
uct," he said in an in- 
terview, "and this is at a 
time when school 
populations are declin- 
ing, so that you've got a 
.rise in costs that are 
But McGeer held out 
hope that the increase 
might not be as high as 19 
per cent. 
"Final budgets won't 
be made up by ' the 
provincial goverment 
until well ito the new 
year, so that he ministry 
of fin nee may be able to 
provide money for the 
school system." 
Pat Brady, president 
of the B.C. Teachers' 
Federation, said Friday 
he was dismayed by the 
government an- 
nouncement hat the 
basic mill rate would go 
up five points to 42.5 
mills. 
Brady said that ac- 
cording to last year's 
McMath report on 
assessment and taxation, 
the provincial govern- 
ment should be paying 
about 75 per cent of 
school costs. 
budget within five years. 
NOT CONFIRMED 
outstripping the economy 
on one hand, and de- 
c e n t  Finance Minister Evan clining populations on the But, he said, the in- Gas Rates May Jump 22 per Wolfe refused Monday to other." crease announcedbythe , ~,,,,,.~ mo ~'-tback but "So there is a spread department on Thursday 
!~ did say that modest that s been growing for indicated that the But  errace UR I1Cer  alterati~ns" had recently two or threeyearsand government's sharewill ' eems been made ton number of which I suspect will be decreasing in 1978to 37 
ministry budgets eventually be brought per cent from 42 per cent, 
•, . . . .  , : " . . _ , . . : . . ,~  7L; .~. into adjustment " ' : Vancouver Mayor Jack 
woue saia me oranca m ~a .~,,~,~,~,. ;,~ timt V'q~;ch w~ ~;o ~ '~ 
• ' " " :  ". i '  .,o] memo y,:: ~. .e ,n  reg/~dI~ Of w I~e~ the pr~f~ant of the Unionof 
r 
a~leetect ano mat me . . . .  . . . . .  taxes are spent, they only B.C. MunicipalitieS, said 
cutuncgs nave mt au Either the residents Februn y 1, 1978 to the g rates of 11 per energy cost jumps" he the facts will have to be . . . .  - - come from one source-- Monday the increased 
ministries to one ocgrce s ! and"  businessmen of consider an application cent each; one is to go ~ld ~e Terrace Daily brought o light and the .. the taxpayer, levy wa "ntolerable. 
Terrace are too rich to by Pacific Northern Gas into effect March 1st, ~eram, ..Tuesaay a_f- average citizen's voice or anomer . .  : 
care, or they have not to increase their rates for 1978. - tern.non, "'out the people expressed where it will be He said the moves are DOCtOrS Lose Struggle 
realized their natural gas all natural goas sold,  Shelford is trying hard on fixed incomes, ~emor the most effevtive. • necessary because of the ~ ~ ~ i 
rated could easily jump according to Skeena MLA to insist on a local citizens or on Welfare In announcing the . $40 million to $50 million TO  ave l-'rea'nant W.m . 
22 per cent within the Cyril Shelford, insists, hearing, but so far there could really suffer;" reason for planned in- shortfall in income the ~' -~" .  "" V ' ' ' '~  
next few months, there has been no interest has been littlepublic Any persons -- im creases, hydro, oil and provincial government NEW YORK (AP) -- A Sha had been unconscious 
The British Columbia shown in this area for a support. "The wage dividually, singly, in gasoline companies not ~ experience this year. comatose Brooklyn since then, and her 
Energy Commission, local hearing., earners annual ~alary groupsoras . infrequently use very Wolfe said on Oct 26 woman, whose life doctors aid MOnday that 
which will be holding a Shelford said there are increases, may enable 
hearin~ opposed to the projected jargon -- language that sscond-ouarter financial save until the her five-/!pneumonia and was in 
in Vancouver on two increases planned in thereto keep ahead of the organizations who are confusing terms, legal while releasing 'the doctors were hoping to she had developed 
jumps in the price of the average householder enort -~at both the fed- month-old unborn baby. "very poor'! condition. 
• " r )~  naturalgas should phone, who has to pay the in- ~1 and nrovinclal could be delivered, died Gold's office has been SSloner , _ s  For call or write to their local crease cannot un- governments "l~ad over-' Tuesday at Victory Me- conducting an in- 
estimated the revenues morial Hospital. vestigation into the 
B.C .  Cumin1  O 
~ IVlLA in Terrace" ex- derstand. Ft N I R R*  pressing their feelings, A local hearing, B.C. would receive from The~.fetns also died, circumstances of Mrs. 
• e son  . " /  ':::II And they should do so at Shelford feels, would federally-collected in- doctors aid. Maniscalco's seizure, 
: : ,  once. provide an opportunity o come tax. The office of Brooklyn with reports circulating 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- B.C. should be written off Dave Barrett revealed It is still not too late to ask some plain, blunt 
The financial advisor to and noted that the cost of theTep0rt, which recom, bring sufficient pressure questions and, hopefully, To correct the GoldDistriCtsaidAtt°rneYRosemarieEugene wife-beating.that she w s aHerViCtim of 
situation, he said, the Manisealco, 27, died at husband, John, denied to bear for a local public get some straight an- province would urge 12:34 p.m. the charge, which was the royal commission relocating 600 workers me0~led against such a ,hearing atwhi htimeall swers. 
h ~iulry into the affairs of and compensating Fort' me~er. Barrett said he spending restraints of Her heart stopped and said to have been made 
t]e British Columbia R Nelson municipality and didrt!t know why the more than four per cent doctors were unable to by a neighbor. 
ilway affairs suggested a rep0rt had not been made B.C. Gov't Doubling ~ all government get'it started ag in, the Mrs. Maniscalco's 
railway'sTUesday thatcostlythe croWnFort wouldthe guaranteeStill be leSSof thanline mission.available to the com- ent  departments, hsss~al said. mother, Marie Guaraci, 
Nelson •extension 'he operations inthe next five Norris said he agreed  d.ian Band Settlem IMPACT iS HEAVY . Maniscalco fell and two other relatives 
A fish and" wildlife unconscious while eating were ~uestioned Munday 
abandoned, years, with the report and branch spokesman said dinner Nov. 21 and suf- at t~  district attorney's 
David Sinclair told the Mac Norris, railway thought i would be in the PRINCE focussed On the pea- that with the end of the fered repiratory failure, office. 
commission that using general manager, 'told rat]way's best interest to GEORGE,NB.C. (CP) sibility of setting the band current fiscal year only 
truck transport as a the commission that a release the document to The provincial govern- up in the logging in- about four months away, Half Brier Tickets 
replacement for the line report commissioned by the commission. He says ment will increase its dustry, most branch depart- 
would be expensive, but the former NDP 
not as costly as the $35 
it was given to the land claim settlement to
govemmentonfeasiht]ity railway's committee the  local Stuart- The dispute centres ments have already gone Still Not Sold 
million necessary to of a merger of BCR and handling liaison with the Trembleur Indian band to around 389 acres of through the bulk of their 
upgrade the extension Canadian National Rat]- commission but was $100,000 from $50,000, reserve land near Fort St. annual budget so the five VANCOUVER (CP) -- responded to the Brier 
James that was taken ~r  cent figure translates Less than 50 per cent of like we thought they 
operations.andpr°videf°r contintied fromWayswasn°t kept secret the  ommission, underdelayed 0n amoundShelf, lOStof WilliamsLab°r Ministersaid Tuesday.Allan away by the British into a much larger the seats in the 15,600- would," McCloskeytolda 
Sinclair said the ex- In a submission documents. Williams said the Columbia Railway i~ 1968 percentage of the seat Pacific Coliseum news conference. "We 
tension in northeastern Monday, NDP leader The hearing continues, government discussions for the Pease I,ake ex- remaining funds, have been sold for the hope to put on the biggest 
• tension. On Vancouver Island, 1978 Canadian men's show in the history of the 
Po R la t i i A Brier, but we can't do it Offi ,,:, is ,or exam,,e. ,h. st ce e ns Deter  orate s 10-forone land sefl~ement means about 30 per cent spokesman for the or- unless ticket sales pick 
and $1,500 amontl~ for the of unspent cash must be gafeing committee said up.": ' 
~fU  Ara:I F.l   R f~l: IT~ duration of the ni~e years returned. Monday. ', McCloskey said that Chris as  us  c reases  the talks have been going Travel expenses for Clem McCloskey skid twothirds of the tickets 
on. The band is asking for fish and wildlife per- that 70,-000 unit sales were sold in March after 
a $162,000 cash set- scnnel, usually set at have beencompletedand it was announced that 
Bs GINNY GALT  appoint a conciliation for a conciliation board adverse effects of tech- tlement, about $225 to $250 a month 88,000 unit sales are Vancouver would host he 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The board. has angered leaders of nological change and an a month for each worker, neeessoryfor the event o 1978 event. 
post office saysit hopes to In the meantime, the the union, which rep- end to the use of casual, The band is expected to now have been set a t  a reachthe  break-even Officials of the Pacific 
continue negotiations post office hopes fur a resents mail sorters and non-union labor in the meet again with Wllliams maximum of $~50 a mark. Ceast Curling Association 
with the Canadian Union resumption, of postal clerks, and has post office, in February. month. "The people of Van- said they had hoped to 
of Postal Workers negotiations toresolve as strained already-tense CUPW wants the right :~ couver nave not sell out all 1i draws 
(CUPW) pending the many of the outstanding relations just when to veto proposed before the event begins 
appointment of a con- issues as possible. Christmas cards and technological changes it Inuvik High Mercury Levals Revealed March 5. It ends March 
cihation board to in- Leaders of the 22,000- packages are being feels would adversely ' 11. 
tervene in the contract member union are mailed, affect its members. OTTAWA (CV) -- to 39 ppl~ and 12had levels found in the Arctic over The Pacific Coliseum, 
dispute, meeting this week to Technically, the union Twentyseven cases of between 50 and 99 ppb. the last year. home of Vancouver 
A spokesman for the decide their next move. '~,The last contract ex- will not be in a legal higher-than-normal The National Indian Canucks of the National 
post office said today the CUPW president Jean. p i~ed June 30, but strike position until after mercury-blood levels Brotherhood considers Abnormal levels of/t~iock.ey League: will .be 
post office applied for the Claude Parrot said negotiations for a new aconcdiazbqsintervened were discovered in continuing levelsof50'or mercury in human me..mr{~esz.o~a~ngsh ~ 
a~pointment of a con- Monday ncght: "For us, aJEMENT HAe been and issued a report. August in the Northwest higher as dangerous and bloodstreams have bee~ wmcn me. cnap  . p 
this request for as sporadic. The most But the union has held a Territories community of continuing levels of 100 or reported at Iuktoyaktu~  ever~een s tagea. , .  
cdmtionthere aveb°ard beenbecaUSea cili tiOnadmissionbOardth istJust an recent bargaining session number of wildcat Inuvik, the federal health higher critical. The Fort Franklin, Iglooilk, ~, "~n.e..L~l.o evem . w[~ 
number of delays in talks cannot negotiate, tthhelt was Nov. 17 and Parrot walkouts across the department reported department says that Arctic Bay, Baker Lake, ToarK me twst ume m zl 
said it was up to the post country in disputes over Monday. anyone with 100 ppb or and Holman Island, all in ~,.~rs it has.heen .he!d.in 
for a new contract, they don't ~have the office to set the date for the introduction of The department tested higher is at risk. the N.W.T. vancouver, ttwas nero m 
The sookesman said it proper authority to the next round of talks, technological change and 98 persons and found that Inuvik is a community 
generany takes the negotiate." the use o]~ non-union labor 71had mercury levels of of 4:000 on the Mackenzie 
Public Service Staff STRAINED RELATIONS The union's major non- to do jobs normally per- zero to 19 parts per billion River Delta. Similar 
Relations Board between monetary 'demands are ~ormed by union mere- (ppb) of blood, the nor- evidence of mercury 
two and three months to The rust office request for protection against ~ers. real r nge. Fifteen had 20 contamination has been 
the 2,000-seat Kerrisdale 
The me~ury. " is Arena in 1950. Victoria 
believed to come from was host to the event in 
eating contaminated sea 1958 and Kelowna, B.C,, 
mammals, in 1968. 
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Opposition welcomes inquiry' 
staff members involved 
in the allegations. 
"Always remember 
that we are not dealing 
with naive, young, teen- 
women's corrections (Oakalla), said that here aged girls at Oakaila," 
system in British always are rumors about the former premier sid. 
Columbia. sexual misconduct in "We're dealing with 
The inquir~ was an- prisons which have male some sophisticated of- 
nounced earher Monday and female guards and fenders, and any time you 
hy AttorneyGenerai  prisoners, and warned put a staff member in 
GardeGardom. against pre-judgment of that provocative 
GICTORIA (CP) -- Barrett, a former 
Oi~pesition Lea.der Da.ve social worker who once 
ett haswemomedthe worked at the Lower 
full-scale public inquiry Mainland Regional Cor- 
into all aspects of the rectionai Centre 
;,-:: 
!/..  
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
: .  The head of a Quebec 
• - commission of inquiry 
-:,': into police wrongdoing 
-:. delayed his decision 
.... Monday on a refusal by 
=. • Solicitor-General Francis 
Fox to hand over RCMP 
.:.:: documents describing the 
.... force's urveillance ofthe 
. .  Patti Quebecois in the 
: .- 1970s. 
i.:: Jean Keable, in an 18- 
.~...: pageruling, also said he 
~.:. would reflect further 
,: before deciding to 
maintain his request for a 
. ~. long list of documents 
outlining the structure, 
..: operating methods and 
: = chain of command in the 
:,: : RCMP security service. 
. ,i But Keable stood fir- 
::.:, rely by his request, 
:: ~ outlined in a series of 
...~it subpoenas to the 
:~ solicitorgeneral, for three 
.~;;:: sets of documents 
relating to RCMP in- 
:,~: volvement in illegal acts 
,,~ ~ in Quebec. 
~. Fox has rePeatediy 
:~ refused te hand over 
:,,, : virtually all the disputed 
.~. documents on the 
~., grounds that a IFOVincial 
commission has no 
authority to investigate 
Decision on 
R CMP delayed 
the day-to-day func- 
tioning and intern 1 
operations of any fader 1 
institition, including the 
RCMP. 
Both Keable and Fox 
are awaiting the outcome 
of a court battle, which 
starts today, in which the 
s o l i  
seeking to have the 
commission's mandate 
declared unconstitutional 
because it permits the 
commission to look too 
far into RCMP activities 
in Quebec. 
Keable apparently 
decided to await the 
outcome of that court 
case before requesting 
RCMP files on: 
--the RCMP's ad- 
ministrative rules, filing 
system, chain of com- 
mand, internal commu- 
nications system and 
procedures for joint 
operations with other 
police forces; 
--RCMP files and in- 
telligence reports on the 
PartS Quebecois written 
before Jan. 9, 1973--the 
date of an RCMP raid in 
which PQ membership 
and financial records 
Around the 
. VANCOUVER (CP)- 
:. Shirley Poule, president 
~,'~ of the Canadian. . Air Line,, 
"=~¢4~ligi~.~:~Attendanta " 
AsSociation, said Monday. 
the association will take 
• : the case of two pregnant 
. stewardesses laid off by 
Pacific Western Airlines ~" 
,: to the Canada Labor 
• "-.:. Relations Beard. : 
She said the association 
:~" does not intend to drop 
the ease, which was 
dismissed earlier 
Monday by the Supreme 
Court of Canada. 
PWA was charged 
' under the Canada Labor 
: Code with laying off 
i: Janet E, Asselstine and 
Gail Anderson after they 
: had become pregnant. 
! The labor code states 
;, that women employees 
with at least 12 months 
continous service are 
: entitled to maternity 
leave. 
The airline was 
acquitted on both counts 
and federal justice 
department appeals to 
two higher courts in 
British Columbia failed. 
The Supreme Court of 
Canada refused to hear 
the appeal, which justice 
depar tment  lawyer~ 
ba~-,d on the contention 
that forcing the two 
" women to take leaves of 
absence constituted a
layoff. 
Justice Willard Estey 
said the case should have 
been treated as a labor 
relations dispute rather 
than a criminal matter. 
He added that if the 
eompany was convicted it
would be fined, while if 
:' the case went favorably 
: for the stewardesses 
: through the labor rel 
t ions process ,  the women 
:. would be compensated. 
were stolen; 
--all RCMP reports 
based on electronic 
surveillance of the Pq's 
executive, riding associ- 
ations and parliamentary 
wi.nj~ before the Jan. 9 
rain; 
.--directives i sued by the 
head of RCMP's security 
service relating to all 
intelligence operations on 
the PQ; 
--an extensive list of 
RCMP files relating to 
the 1970 October Crisis 
and anti-terrorist oper- 
ations in quebec. 
• :"2 ; • ~p,  
.¢ . ,  
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VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Several radio stations 
and a television station in 
the Vancouver area were 
raided Monday mor- 
ningnby federal in- 
vestigators enforcing the 
Combines Investigation 
Act. 
The investigators--one 
or two to each station-- 
had search wan' nts 
signed by the Restricted 
Trade Practices Com- 
mission giving them the 
right to search and copy 
or seize any material 
relating to their inquiry 
~into the sale of advertis- 
ing at broadcast outlets in 
British Columbia. 
situation, to say the least, 
there are going to be 
charges made. 
ALWAYS RUMORS 
"In places like that, 
you will always get 
rumors of the staff 
playing around. It's been 
like that for a long time. 
It was like that when I 
worked at Oakalla." 
Barrett said he has no 
doubt hat it is better for 
prisoners and staff when 
there is a maiefemale 
mix on the staff at both 
men!s and women's 
prisons. 
Gardom announced the 
special inquiry, headed 
by Madame Justice 
Patrieia Proudfoot of the 
B.C. Supreme Court, 
following an RCMP in- 
vestigation into alleged 
irregularities in the 
operation of the women's 
unit at Oakalla. 
Gardom said that as a 
result of the allegations 
and. "some evidence of 
management not ad- 
drbso'mg matters as it 
should,':: two senior of- 
ficiais were transferred 
to other duties. 
Fox's lawyers ay the T 
solicitor-general has 
supplied all available 
information relating 
specifically to the theft of 
the computer taqes on 
which the PQ's records An ambitious program 
were stored. But the 
other documents are not of courses and workshops 
relevant to the com- has been tentatively set 
mission's mandate, for the Third Annual 
The lawyers and Fox Northwest Summer 
have often cited these, School of the Arts. 
requests as evidence that At a recent meeting of 
the commission is the Board of Directors of 
violating its mandate and the Terrace Association 
the constitution in an for the Summer School of 
effort o delve too deeply the Arts the following 
pro~am was approved: into RCMP operations. - ta-ama 
ttl . Art for Children 
Ca e - Puppetry for Children 
. -  Classiciai Dance 
He said Marie Peacock, 
member of the correc- 
tions branch staff 
develovment branch, was 
named acting head of the 
women's unit, replacing 
director Bob Burns who 
was transferred to the 
branch's special 
programs derision in the 
Vancouver regional of. 
rice• Deputy director Stan 
H0fseth was ~transferred 
to the records ection in 
• the men's unit. 
HOPES IN JANUARY 
The attorney-general 
said he hopes the inquiry 
will get under way in 
January,;. and report to 
the legmlature sometime 
next year. 
• He said the inquiry 
• would look at all aspects 
of management iof 
women's prisons, facil- 
ities and  equipment, 
employrdent ofstaff, and 
disciplinary procedures. 
A manugement-union 
committee has been 
requested to review the 
use of male staff in 
women's units. 
Gardom said Justice 
Gaspipeline delay costly 
VANCOUVER (CP)--."vehemently" opposed:' keg where co~truetlon 
A oneyear delay in the application to quash co~d only be anne this 
construction of natural theproceedings to date. winter and that aye r's 
gas pipelines to the Louise Mandell, delay would involve $12 
Grizzly Valley and Saver counsel for the union, million. : 
Dahl fields of LOt'-.'claimed the native people Ms,  Mandeil said that 
theastern British .'~ have. been denied ade- the:native people believ~ 
Columbia would add $12 ouate time to prepare for the pipeline would have a 
million to the line s cost,, the hearings on the lines serious impact on the 
a lawyer for Westcosat. which they say will have native community 
Transmission Co. Ltd. a "negative impact" on throughloss ofmoose and 
said Monday. the people in the area. votential loss of fish 
Peter Butler made the BUILT IN WINTER " habitat through eoestrue. 
elauxjt a federal court Butler said the only teen and maintenance, 
hearing into ari ap- question was whether the She said the people 
plication by the Union of National Energy Board relied on moosehide for 
B.C, Indian Chiefs to stop acted fairly nd whether it clothing and moccasin 
the. National Energy contravened the prin- and that moose relied on 
Board from ruling on the espies of natural justice, the habitat. 
company's application He told Justice Frank Sbe said five bands 
for a permit o-build the Collier that the facts were affected by the 
pipeline, indicated proper applications, adding, that 
The board has con- nrocedures were. i the Indi.anf .hau a strong 
eluded hearings on the |ollowed. persona~ interest .and a 
company's application, He said ~at of the .200 strong property interest 
but has reserved its miles involve~ in me and should have ad- 
decision, pipelines there were ditional time to present 
Butler said his client nearly 100 miles of mus- arguments. 
Proudfoot will have the 
full power to call wit. Two hundred 
Red Cross shelters 
nesses, and to obtain all emergency ~ refugee 
evidence in the matter, shelter camps have been 
set up by the Indian Red 
Cressand the army in the 
Delta area of the river NW School Krislma, the bardest hit 
region of Andhra Pradesh 
of Arts 
organizers hoped that he 
changes from the 1977 
program would cause 
more people to par- 
ticipate, so that the  
Association would be 
encouraged to develop 
the Summer Scbool into a 
major feature in the 
Northwest calendar. 
For further in- 
formation contact: 
Vai George 
Northwest College 
Ter race ,  B.C. 635-6511 
(Of f i ce )  or 635-4751 
(Home) .  Province destroyed -Children's Theatre 
Music Appreciation Teamsters 
. Piano 
- Photography 
- Pottery 
.... Native .Ca~ing 
Both local and outside 
instructors will be hired 
for the program that will 
run dunng the first three 
weeks of August. 
Most courses and 
workshops will be con- 
ducted over a short 
period of less than a 
week, unlike during the 
1977 Summer School 
when many courses 
extended over several 
weeks. The organizers 
felt that people might be 
prepared to commit 
themselves for a few days 
whereas they would not 
commit hemselves for a 
longer period. 
It is hoped that the 
Drama program will 
emulate the very sac- 
eessful experience of 1977 
when the procure 
finished with a produc- 
tion for the public put on 
in the Lee Theatre. It is 
also hoped to obtain a 
well known pianist to 
conduct the piano 
worksbops and give a 
public concert. 
As in the 1977 Summer 
School, some of the in; 
structors will be sent to 
other Northwest com- 
munities to give 
workshops, making the 
program a' trne Nor' 
thwestem event. 
A s~:g~kesman for the 
the that Asso~ n  said 
s gn . .  
VERNON, B,C. (CP) -- 
Teamster organizer Ed  
Zimmerman said 
Monday afternoon that 
Teamsters Union 
members at Consumers 
Glass Co. Ltd. had signed 
a memorandum of 
agreement with the 
company. 
Zimmerman said that 
the issues of retroactive 
PaY and health benefits, 
which had caused talks to 
break of Sunday, were 
resolved Monday, 
The contract will give 
employees a six-per-cent 
wage inerease in the first 
year of a two-year 
agreement, and four per 
cent in the second. 
Earlier Monday, 
Zimmerman had said 
that workers had 
unanimously rejected the 
company's latest offer 
after talks between the 
two sides had broken 
down Sunday. 
The talks, which 
started Wednesday, were 
the first since the 250 
employees switched cer- 
tification about two 
weeks ago to the 
Teamsters from the 
Glass Workers Union. 
The workers had been on 
strike for about 11 weeks. 
Previous contract 
expired Dec. 31. Base 
rates were unavailable. 
"~ NOTICE OF INTENT 
i~:  LIQUOR CONTROL AND LICENSING ACT 
George rr, who heads 
the investigation, said: 
"We are not looking into 
n~wsroomS: We are not 
:concerned With news- I
gathering." 
Stations known to have 
been r ided are British 
Columbia Television 
(BCTV), a CTV affiliate, 
and radio stations 
CKN~, CHQM and 
CJOR. 
err would not say 
whether other stations 
were raided or will be 
raided. 
'Ted Smith, general 
manager of CKNW, said 
two investigators armed 
with warrants came into 
CKNW and warned him 
that anything he said 
may he used against him 
in court. 
"At that point I asked 
him if I should put my 
hands against the wall 
and spread my legs," 
Smith said. "He said that 
would not be necessary. 
No sense of humor those 
guys." 
Smith said the Ottawa 
office of the Canadian 
Association of Broad- 
easters (CAB) aLso was 
raided. 
He said he thinks the 
raids are related to the 
policy of loc 1 stations to 
advertising agencies. 
Local stations will only 
give agencies a 15-per- 
cent commission on ads 
placed with them if the 
agencies are approved by 
the CAB. 
On" said the in- 
vestigation isthe result of 
a complaint but would not 
elaborate. He said he 
hoped the searches will 
he complete before the 
weekend. 
CROFTON, B.C. (CP) 
RCMP said Monday that 
Caroline Gronlund, the 
mother of three who was 
reported missing by her 
husband in this Van- 
couver Island community 
last Thursday, has 
returned home. 
APPLICATION FOR AN "A"  
LICENCED ESTABLISHMENT 
Police said the 32-year- 
old woman returned 
home Sunday after she 
was located at a friend's 
apartment in the Van- 
couver area. 
RCMP said Gronlund 
was located through 
routine checks with 
relatives and friends 
whom she might have 
contacted. 
10O MILE HOUSE, B.C. 
(CP) - -  At least 600 head 
of, cattle are.  to ,he 
destroyed after an *Out- 
break of bruceliosis was 
detected on a ranch near 
this British Columbia 
Interior community. 
Dr. Ross Man'a, 
district veterinarian with 
the federal animal health 
division, said Monday in 
a telephone interview 
from Vancouver that the 
outbreak now is confined 
to a l,-000-bead Hereford 
herd. 
He said all the cattle 
are being tested and 600 
have so  far  been found 
contaminated. 
He did not name the 
ranch or its exact 
location. 
Animal bealth in- 
specters are also testing 
cattle with which the 
affected herd might have 
been in contact. The 
disease was detected 
when the cattle were 
presented atan auction in 
Williams Lake, B.C. 
Brucellosis is a bac- 
teriai disease which can 
spread to humans though 
it is usually confined to 
cattle, pigs and goats. In 
humans, it is known as 
ungulate fever, and 
causes a mild flu-like 
condition. In cattle, it 
causes miscarriages. 
in India 
TODAY IN HISTORY 
By THE CANADIAN 
PRESS 
Dec. 7, 1977 
Canadaformally 
declared war on Japan 36 
years ago 'today--in 
1941--only hours after 
Japanese aircraft 
bombed the United States 
air and naval bases at 
Pearl Harbor. The 
rOmpt action made 
nada the first of the 
Western Allies to enter a 
state of war officially 
against Japan. The U.S. 
and Britain declared war 
Dec. 8. 
154Z--Mary Queen of 
Scots was born. 
lS98--Giovanni Ber- 
nine, builder of St. Peter's 
Basilica, Rome, was 
born. 
1787--Delaware was 
the first state to ratify the 
U.S. constitution. 
1835--The first railway, 
in Germany openoo, 
between Nuernberg and 
Fuerth. 
~965--The Roman and 
Orthodoxchurches 
reconciled, cancelling 
their excommunication f 
each other made in 1054. 
personnel are fighting the 
threat of cholera by in- 
noculating thousands of 
Indians a day. 
• Red Cross supplies of 
foodstuffs, blankets 
shelter end medical aids 
which were stored in 
state, for the victims of warehouses in the towns 
India's twin cyclones, of Guntur and 
ViJayawada in Andhra 
More than 100,000 Pradesh were not 
homeless people are soverelydamaged 
being fed by the Indian because these towns 
Red Cross at these camps escaped most of the 
each day, according to flooding, dh 
Indian Red Cross senior 'But,  Mr. Chou ury 
relief officer D.K." said SUpplies were 
Chondimry. . runninglow 
Mr. Choudhury neeessi-atating an appeal 
returned recently from for more from nearby 
the field in the affected unaffected areas and 
• . It is the Intention of the underslnged to applya par. 
sunni to the provisions of the Liquor Control and 
Ucenslng Ad; to the Generot Manager, Liquor Control 
and Licensing Branch, Victoria, B.C. for on "A" 
Ucence to operate a Ilcencnd establishment on the 
premises situated It Lot 1, D.L. 370, Plan 7569 Coast 
Range S, Geeroert Enterprises Limited. 
.. The above type of Ilconce may be issued to: hotels, 
resorts, clubs, recreational contres, aircraft, trains, 
motor vessels, international airports, municipally and 
Provincially owned cultural contree, universities, and 
military messes, and permits the service of all types of 
ll~l~or by the gloss as approved by the General 
~eger  of the Liquor Control and Licensing Branch. 
H@~rs of sole are any 14 hours between 9:00 a.m. end 
2'~'~ a.m. Certsin o: these establishments may also 
I~a'~e off premisls sales of beer and B.C. Cider where so 
endorsed by the Ginerol Manage'. 
.. An "A" Iicenced establishment was formerly known 
• as a Public House ond~r Cocktail Lounge. ! .. Residents or property owners located within • 6 Mock area or ~/2 mile radius of the proposed site ore req~sted to Register any oblectluns by writing to the 
" General Manager, Liquor Control end Licensing 
Branch, P.O. Box H0, Victoria, B.C. VOW |Pl. Ii~ 
~liS)illti,WIwUli~SllIIlim~wIli~ ~lillaltil~:,'ws .~ 
meet donated 250,000 
pounds sterling through 
the British Red Cross for 
aid to the Indian Red 
Cross. 
The Canadian 
res~nd to the news of 
Indm's tragedy with 
$200,000 contribution 
announced last week. It 
will be channelled 
through the Canadian 
International Develop 
ment Agency (CEDA) 
and through the Canadian 
Red Cross Society. 
The Canadian Red 
Cross Society pledged 
$20,000 and launched a
nationwide appeal to 
ra ise  $500,000 for the 
areas and was in- from Red Cress national cyclone victims. 
terviewed in New Delhi headquarters in New Every dollar donated to 
by George Weber, Delhi. this campaign will be 
NTatiunal Director o f  Mr, Choudhury said the used for emergency relief 
International Affairs of Red Cross will continue to assistance. 
the Canadian Red Cress operate the shelter Cheques and money 
Society. refugee camps until the orders may he sent o the 
families can return to nearest Red Cross 
He said the Indian Red their homes. Branch or to the 
Cross has focused its International aid for Canadian Red Cross 
relief work on the the victims of whet has Society, 4750 Oak Street, 
Krishna~. Delta, a rea  been des~,~In~i~'a  ~.~9.~y.~r,,~B.C., Veil 
where 80 v i l l~  w e~~'"wb,'sC :di'iasLb'~ t~i~ . . . . . . .  
battered, .by..'..,the ,,.uu ~nt~'#/ : ;6 i t~ l~ ~'ut' ~il~:~d~natiofi~'~ire tax 
kilometre per hour w'.mus in ~ The British govern- deductable. 
and. where flood waters ",~ 
are still 1.5 metres high. 
• There were still about 
75 villages In the whole 
area which are inac- 
cessible, Chandhury said. 
."We could not find them. 
Therewere no traces of 
them except for some 
bamboo poles four or five 
feet above the water, 
nothing else." 
Between one and two 
million poopie are 
thought to be homeless as 
a result of the November 
12 and November 19 
cyclones. 
State governments are 
cooperating with local 
Red Cross units trying to 
locate homeless children 
whose families died in the 
floods or who have lust 
their families in the af- 
termath's confusion. 
Ten medical teams of 
five members each of 
Red Cress medical 
NOTICE 
BUSINESS LIGENGE 
INVOICES 
Have now been mailed to all 1977 Iicenced 
businesses. If your firm or business has not 
received an invoice contact the District of 
Terrace immediate ly .  Anyone doing 
business within the District of Terrace 
without a valid Ilcence is subiect to 
prosecution. 
Signed, 
T.G. ChestermBn, 
Licence Of f i cer .  
District of Terrace 
nt  . .  
NORTHERN THUNDERBIgD AIR 
SCHEDULED FLIGHTS 
EFFEOTIVE NOVEMBER 27th 
FL IGHT 404 MONDAY TO FR IDAY 
LEAVESTERRACE !:30 P.M. 
ARRIVES PRINCE RUPERT 2:10P.M. 
PL IGHT 40S MONDAY TO FR IDAy 
LEAVES TERRACE 3:!5 P.M. 
ARRIVES SMITNERS 3:50 P.M. 
ARRIVES PRINCE GEORGE S:0S P.M. 
CONNECTIONS AT PRINCE GEORGE FOR KAMLOOPS, 
KE LOWNA, PENTICTON 
FOR RESERVATIONs AND INFORMATION CALL: • 
TERRACE . CP AIR 635-7111 
KIT IMAT.  CP A IR  632-4761 
~; 
OR YoUR LOCAL TRAVEL  AGENT 
t 
Missionary 
Abducted 
LONDON (AP) - -  At . / 'We,s tayed  together all 
times weeping and ,-n-~, said Miss 
declaring that her McKinney. "We found we 
passion was bern of had a lot in common• He 
~ciritual love, Joyee was will ing to talk with 
Kinney was ordered me about the church but 
today to stand trial on he also began talking of 
charges of abducting a love and marriage im- 
Mormon missionary to mediately." 
whom, she said, she had She said they even 
commctted her virtue, chose names for their 
l~ss McKinney, 27, of 
Ashevllle, N.C., looked 
bewildered and red-eyed 
as the decision was an- 
nounced following hear- 
ings in magistrates' court 
in Epsom, southwest of 
London. 
Also to stand trial with 
the Miss Wyoming of 19"/3 
i s  Keith May, 24, of 
Maywoed, Calif. 
They were arrested 
Sept. 20 on charges of 
abducting Kirk An- 
derson, 21, of Prove,  
Utah, imprisoning him 
against his will in .  a 
future children. When she 
asked Anderson whether 
he could support her, she 
~oted  him as respon- 
d ln~- -  
"~'Plluney, I would work 
five jobs to support you." 
"These are pretty 
heavy promises , "  the 
blonde defendant said. 
SURRENDERED 
VIRTUE 
She said the most 
important commitment 
she made to Anderson 
was to give him her vir- 
tue. 
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' 'Enough food 
in world 
By ALLANNBARTLEY 
SASKATOON (CP) -  
An American food policy 
specialist said Tuesday 
that although there are 
more hungry people in 
the wor ld  than ever 
before, most countries 
have the capacity to 
produce enough food to 
feed their own 
populations. 
Frances Moore LappS, 
co-director of the In- 
stitute for Food and 
Development Policy in 
San Francisco, said food 
scarcity is "the myth that 
is used to make people 
fearful of their own con- 
sumption." 
Speaking to the eighth 
annual meeting of the 
National Farmers Union, 
Lappe said every country 
can produce daily at least 
3,000 calories of grain for 
each person. 
"Our reality is abun- 
Lappe said acceptance 
of the myth of scarcity 
has led to a focus on 
technology--production 
techniques, higher yields, 
more machinery--to 
overcome the problem, 
The .result has been 
increased land values 
and concentration of land 
ownership. The so-called 
grain revolution in 
developing countries has 
t~ctually left more people 
hungry. 
CRISIS WORSENS 
New technology and 
techniques are being used 
to produce crops for 
industrial uses and ex- 
port to developed coun- 
tries. "The crisis is worse 
than ever," she said. "We 
have more hungry people 
in the world than ever 
before," 
People in under- 
developed countries are 
victims of the same 
remote country cott~agi~ ~ Recalling Anderson's dance, not scarcity," she forces as people in devel- 
pus .s~alng ~ a earlier testimony at the told about 350 delegates, aped countries. She said 
revmver ann a bottle of hearing, Miss McKinney She added that many the "global farm" being 
chloroform, said: *' i: nrg e f f u s created by multi-national 
Miss McKinney's "Kirk tries to say I supposed scarcities are firms is at the expense of 
lawyer Stuart E lgrod tempted h im.  He told exporting food., people everywhere. 
argued for dismissal of Epsom police I was Such projects inunder-  
the ease on grounds his wearing a skin-tight leap- 
.... cl ient's motive was ard's skin jump-suit. I C d 
"neither hate nor anger had black jeans with a town hamper the need for 
but a ded icated and puffy-sleeved top, which necessary land reforms. 
d Lappe said the idea of 
sincere love" for An- has ahekt as much sex  returne official food aid to under- 
" derson, appeal as a potato sack. ' . . . . . .  
NOT VERY WICKED "Any p,hy meal desire I • w • ~m~_~m~, ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  beneVeJ°Pe°challengedC°unmesbecausemustit 
Miss McKinney told the felt was an indirect result (Reuter) - -  The United does not -remote the 
court: ofthe great spiritual and f ~  1 T J "  Ski States  p lans  to  re turn  the  , v ,,., .~ 
"I have been played up me^tai lors I had for him, L . . I11  91~I3P  / . f111  "11~I~31~ T I~ I  l " t~  e 1,000-year-old Crown of '_ . . . . . . . . .  ~_~ t~b'nn"~ 
as ave  wicked and a love be encoura ed t , t~ , ,  ~.~.,,~.., . t .~t .~.~. . t .  ~ . , , , t~UJ .UU. .L t~ . u.us~e~, .~ucu  v m • ry . . g . . ~ '~ . St. Stephen to Hungary ~t,, , ,  imm-n~#ment_~ 
It i " r t " - . . . . . . .  ~" . . . . . . . . .  perverma woman s I cannot say t eve go about Jan 7 or 8 after 32 ,,,, ~ ,~ ,, " o , .  ,,~ . . . . . . . . .  t , f  Slurs ski hard in the exhorted to form a huddie and luxuriated in .the slower pace and.~racious :_ ".,,~ ,..,^,=. She said sending 
• '~-~.~" - _ . - '~  r -~" ' . -~ "--  r :  Ouebec Laurentians- as a and roar a blood curdiin~ strong snrin~ sun when service is parucu la r ty  years II, u.o. ~ ,~u,  , , , , , ,~oa ~-,',,lus food to 
tteamng Irom nana- sexual  relat ions wlm .d~. ~.a . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  ,,. , ,~,snc.w.~, h~,fm.o tha ~nnw hn~ ~t~tad tn annrec ia ted  by auests American of f i c ia l s  sa id  . . . . .  , i  ~ ,  
w"u, t~u .u t~e,  ui© uu~;" ~rn , - - ,  wan t~ uu.~.y t~$"  . . . .~-.k I t .^ " - . .~ | . .  fob ;ha  tn tha  alones hea,,,, U n seekin¢ re laxat ion  in  a tooay  . . . . .  , . _  - .  _^.  ^.^^, : . .^  
' nd ne " " " h im ' "  waw~u tuu  paooua6 "~m"b ,v  w .v  ,.~ t"  • " J  I s "  - - "o  • . • Uutusuy  J~  nut  u t tu~. ;uvu .  
. ~.r's daughter.a h o~ - rag.to satisfy - bert parade To do so is to Their second morning, The Mont Tremblant peaceful setting. .. The decision to retm~n "Oar welfare will never 
time mmet sam s e as may s lawyer, no -^, -  " - . - ,  . -'... - with the confidence of one ski villaere Villa . . . . . . . . .  me crown, turneo over to ~. ,  . . . .  ,, ,, . o . ,  , . .  ~.. . . . .  m,t~ urn,  . .u~j .~ e , Mont  Hao l tan~ al  o in • .  -=  - - -~  - .~ ,o o~ , -~ ~-  done voluntary work ruth Andrews, said his client . . , . . , : , s U.S. military forces at • aoor ,,h;~a,.o, and has a;a  ,~ ,  t~l;o,,o An-Laurentlaldif ference. da]/.s experience, then" Bel levue,  Mont..Trem: S , .^ ~..~ ^ ~ .~  ~^. ,~ pense of developing 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  • " "  . . . . . . . . . . .  I n t  Loo  t ,,,,; ~. .  u . . , . .~ .v . ,u  , ,, • . , . In the Laurentzans bemgerence was even o a ge, t.~t ues ann counties produced a telewslon dersonsdetent ionwasa  . . . .  ,... ~ ;  ;.o, .... ,...~ m, ,oo, , ;ao, ,  , ,~m, ,  - - - . . ; -~; - - .~ . . . .  ~ , - ,~-  Man.is, mak~ the .~wn World War, was an- 
documentary on drug kidnap, but rather "a ~vethats~ee~a~touch"o~ was't l~eer~'"  . . . . .  ~n~'~e~n'tV'num'be~-~o~ ~e. larg.ast  .mgnt skiing nounced several weeks ' 
addicts rescue from an o ~ ., o aennnauon m uanaua l i  " ~ . . . . .  = - . • P; joie de vivre that makes Nature cooled out this western skiers who were Le Chantecler and Sun ago tounder l ine  im- I 
~nesa iusn .e  nroaeu at pressive, an,,o tyranzca~ the ski scene here pack of tigers with an venturing east, probably Vails,, ski resorts make p, royea american- [ , .~  
p.n.guam.. .xo~..g . _organization _me -somehow a little bit overnight drop in tsm- for the first time, to ~o;,~'.: Ado~o ,~o ,h ; ,a  nu.nga~.'an re|at ions..n , U ~ - - ~  
• un ivers i ty  in utaynero Mormon cnurcn--ana ~.^.:.~ ,~t , . .~  that t , ,~ ,d  the, ~n,~ th,, highly . , .  ~ ' " ' : ' ' "~." . " "  ~.':~. . . . . . .  uesvite angry protests i I ~ n  
• she met Anderson, after that it was nectssarv for ot,?~,~.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  -~-'-'T:"T-'~-"s~rm~'con - ~eas~nal'==een°~r~es-of ma~or alpme sKI. town from -Hungarian- ! I L ~ U I  
I~nm~.m;na Imt~*ztatad in Amd~e~,~'a ~,,,~ , J  t,;~ ,~ s~l mmrucmr ma~eu p~ewu,-- v s " r,, S , within 128 kilometres (80 - • ~ ~ "  "~ '  ~ ~, , . , . . . .~  . . , . , - , .  . . . . .  ~ , . .v .o - .~  ~, . -  . . . . . . .  , . . . .  torte^can groups,  wno : . . . . . . . . .  her way down a sharp dittons to boiler plate for their home hills. .,,noo~ .,r mo Lo .~ntt  . . . . . . .  
me ~ormon enurcn  l ue .  . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  conaemneu auegea . . . .  pltoh lea&ng a string of the a.m. A somewhat These lodgers are . . . 
through aM.o.r~non famil." y Anderson test~Ied..he .....  ~ .~ , .a  . . . .  h ^  o~ied subdued and strangled either iaht by or within a Automu~ north . of human rights violations ~M~ ~AL ~.~ . . . . .  o, . .~-, , , .  ~o,,o.  ,, o,, o o ., Montreat uom tete • • w~th 10  cnuaren winch was eventuaw snacmed , . . .  , . . . . . . , ,  ; . . . . .  , ,,o.,-.,;.,o,, . , ,~  h,.~,..] few miles of the T,-~m. . .  :.... P. _. in Communmtruled ~ l~Idr~. ' i  
• resorc mc.mes  are r~ nt "had  love and !augh~r"  • to*a double bed ~ith ~. ~ " °'~""~.';.° ~ "", . . . . . . . . . . .  r "'-." :" . . . . .  ' "  nt-lif nd ' "~ .. g Hungary, ~ ap- ~1~I  ~ ~,, *~ . . . .  • ." ,~ . . . . .  ~ ~ f t lin'i~. ,all,~exee t 42bod-~nd i t lons  and  bla ts'.a while;,the . . . . .  • • ;'.., .... . .: :.,.'~ .... :, 
• , ' " "  " ' " "~ " " "~ . . . . . .  .' ,', . . . . . . . .  , .... ' , : ' " '~ ,  ~'-"  . . . .  "~ ' - ' ,  . . . .  ' . . . .  ~": . . . .  '" . . . . . . .  ~- - ' "  ; wno 'en  o s .o  n ann  " , - " . . . .  : ' , ;  . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ~'~. . . . . . . . . .  ~qui~. .... h.]g~ ~. ~ i~ , ,~ , ' .~ , t~r ,~,~ ~..~e ~l~nst r '~0r '~/ad  how ~.were obv ious ly  rest61"~e~d  ~alplne ~' ,s l{Hf i~;"  th~ir ' "o ; . t ,  te~;)Y~,,.,~P~o ~,~.,.,,, crowns ,  re turnwas .set  . '~  .......... 
S O4 aat, o~aas  w~aJ~t ~ ~/44 met~nney torn'me court, times wlm ~ms . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ .L_ - -  th^ fourth mornin- association -rovides an e .~ vv.; soon atter me uuuavest ,, ~ ,, tmea u anu s o~eu me u .  c t; t ,  f" • ' • P P P ~. to md me are omy __ /  I had had roblems m McKinney, . h fore he . ,, ,, t . Y government agreedto  • . - ..P . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ , .  • m]soreant. Danny, she when they declared to the exeellen and extensive m,.,,,oo o.,o., r .m.  tho . . . . . . .  I me pasc wlm ooys WhO nargmnea for llm re,ease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ms lay it permanenuy • commanded . worldthat they were once mter-canneet lng trad " th P . . . .  
constantly tned to take  after three days by prom- . . . , t .^- . . , . .^, .  ,.,~, ~, .~ o ,o ; ,  ,,, *h . . . . . .  er° s,,stem for croes-conntr~, downtown section ~ is for all to see. [ ~ ~ I 1 ~ =  A 
m,, ,,i,.t,,o ;a l .er  fo mo,~.u ha.. . .u . ,u , . ,~ . .w ,3  m"" '~ '~ ' "~ ' "  " "  " "  " ' "~"~"  ~ . . ~ n ic turemue lo lne  [own • i i  I I I I~P~I~I  II1! I" 
"",~,~'~".,:.';;':',,~.~,," .Z.~.~. .. . . .  e, . . . . . . .  " " '~"  in  l ine . "  '" and vowed to "SACK skiers.  T ra i l  skiers also - .  . . . .  "_. ~ "____  = _  _ _  _ , I I I ~  IIII .~  
• be who caught an unforgiving The lofty runs of Mont trml netwo k m nearby NOTICE OF INTENT 
couldl°°kingreadf°rthea Bible' w~th" ~ g ~ g n t s  edge and With his little Y aknre  d t Mont Tremblant Park. RE: LIQUOR CONTROL AND LICENSINOACT ii 
I eorl 
rl Facts i , 
IP 
! 
me and have a family . . . .  ^- -~-  rump pointi N skyward, command of the north Gray Recks '  Sugar [ 
, ' i  OUt ,  ' was  doing a fat r  facs imi le  end of the  va l ley  and Peskaddedanothercha l r  K APpLICATIONFORA'D"(NEIGHBOURHOOD 
withFouNDme:",iT SHOCKING ' ~ .~TBERL IN  o f  a headstand in the ,  en joyed what  the l i f t  ( the  four th )  and more  [[ PUBLIC HOUSE) LICENCE 
. - • " : " .  --  "".~ .~- snow He exn~ted no winegrowers refer to as advanced intermediate . . . 
tneuterj ~ore~nsn tzu r - -  ,, ,, It is me mten i ! u a But Miss McKinney p~i~to,;~-a,,,oin.e,lhere quarter  and received a very good year in76. terrain to their trail .. to.n.a the n erslgned to apply; 
said she became ' . .  . . . . . . . . .  ~. none as his -redicament No January t~aw iced u" system while the Inn pursuant o the provisions of the Liquor Control and 
dis i l lus ioned a t  the uni -  in the last  few days as . ,  . . . .  .~  1 ; t t~ . . . . .  th., *h~ *Pz, i la  ~nr l  Afm, o~ cont inued to  ma inta in  its Lieu^sing Ad,  fe the Goneral Manager, Liqonr Control 
• ' " n .o , . , . .~ . . . . . . -  ou,,qm-,~, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  a L ' vers i ty ,  i l l ega l  lmmlgra  ts were  c .^- - . .^  ~,~., ,-,r~ , . .  i,;'-' ~-,,, .~ollo , , ro, , iaod the 1o-o stendin~ Laurent ian  nd lansing Brunch, Vldor la,  B.C, for a Neigh• 
• , &&t/&H L | |~ Atit, ity q . j~ IJ& JtlAO ~AavvwJtw ~ ~ v ~ "O O ' 
Her  female  col leagues f lown out  bound for  .~ . . . . .  ,^ .  , o . . . . .  ,o . .o .a  ¢;,,01o r ,m. to t lnn  0~ t i~  hnme of  , bourhmd Public House Iicence to operate a Ilconced 
• "drank  and had p ic tures  Karach i  today  aboard a '~'.~.?"°--'~.' - , ~,--,, . .  ~, B_.~...,:, -,----~.. fu'~l-a"n(~---~es" " , establishment on the promises slt,atod at Let 1, D•L, • At te r  a .  uann was iu,~ anu mmam.c  mr me t~ , of nude beys on the wa l l .  I n]ane s|~ecla l lychartered . . . . . .  , . . . .  Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~- - -  D-- , .u ,  n.i,~*m. 370, Plan 7549 Ceest Range S, Geeraert Enterprises 
was in  a state of cu l tu ra l  ~ '  . kx - - , . ,~o ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n . . r . ,  net lmte ly  out o1 nne, , morn ing  ann  nun^nay u,-a3 ~ .  -z . . . .  H - . . . ,  
sheck, I p rayed  for  a very  g~ver~'men~: °~ "~:"  A . . c ]as  so: .o ra~ and r t ]~.±_  Towards  mid-  a l ldmore ,  soph_isttcatt~,_ ..Thea~vatypeufllamcepermitatheseleofalltypes 
• " ' ' ' o Icohollc beverages by the glass on the premises The plane also carried • th Uo t the~nn The special, hey who would ' wmr~-Knucnea negmners ax[ernoon, me eany-  t,e ~mteuu cure ~eme.~ f a come into my life and 19 unarmed police o f -a t  Gray Recks were season tannerseasedoff  eac  na  ' . betw.eanthahoursof9:0Oa.m.ond11:.00p.m.endalso 
that is where Kirk eome~ ~ . . . .  ,^ a . . . .  d the  19q  I " I permhethe sa leo fbeer  and  B .C .  C ider  oy  the  bot t le  fo r  
. . . .  ' - "  . . . .  - . . . .  [ P stOff" D'sp te  I ' " ' ' ' ° ' ° " ' 'm'"  • l e e  1 . . , ,d .  o r  p roper ty  owners  loca l ,  w i th in  a ,  Pakistani  men, only She said she met An- seven of whom wanted to O U b' l~ck area or V2 mIIo radius of the proposed site a re  
derson  in  Ju ly ,  1975 in go~.  . . . . . . . .  a^.~;~a U ' - '. :,i' i .  [ requested to Register any eblectlons by writ ing to tho 
Provo, Utah, because she . , , i ;  --t,-~,~ . . . . . . . .  C P it . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  OTTAWA (CP) - -  U W ,had asked for  a s t r ike  pos i t ion until af ter  General Manager, Liquor Central and Licensing had a sports ear and he eonecuve repamauon is • • • • • . . . . .  Leaders of the Canadian ct lm nl b o m r rd  a concdmtion board had Branch, P.O. Box 640, Vidorle, B.C. VgW 2Pa 
wantedto drive it. part at a. new stra~gy Union of Post I Workers because management  intervened and issued a s ~ s ~ t ~ m ~ z m w ~ ~ m ~  
af°Pe~aatl~Yh'a[~e.clt~ ~ (CUPW) are meeting to "feels it is obvious ~ere report. " 
.... .,~(~LiO/'N--"~c~ ]~[Tt~]]W ~:;J.JL' - - - - - - -  ---- .  . . . . . . .  . s .  decide their next move are issues we wont  be 
$ 
I l legal lnItux oi lm; • ,, _ :~.  , .~  ~.  . . . .  ~. followmg a request by the able to resolve, | t ~ ~ ~  
Found ~ : - . . - . . -~- - ,  '~°" ' "  post office fo r ,  ap- Parrot said CUPW I ' ~ d I | I ' ~ N M  ~r~, , ,  11-4[ I . c~-~v~,r~c ,  'c,  "c~ | 
m..west.uerm, any. - -  . pointment of .a con- executives will meet all l ~ 3  .L-~qC;VV . L M U ~ I I [ U ~  ~I  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ciliatlon bo rd to m- week to declde this and | ~ ~ ~  . . . . . .  ' | CALGARY (CP) - -  An More man nazi at aoout . . . .  ~ • ,, • • 
7,oootorelgners wno nave ,o,,,o,o ; ,  tho Inner -nd arbor i~s-es" I ~ ~  /~/~t  l i e tod  in  ~ I • exploratory well located -- - -~ ' -  '"~'-t Berlin so . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .e, . . . . . .  • J ,~ J  ~ - , , - J ,  ,~o, .~. ,~ ~,., .*,.~, • 
in southeastern Yukon ,~, ,e ~,~.~^~. .  ^_  bitter contract dispute. The last contract ex- I AM[~e~ i-. i., ,1., , r . .  _ I 
has been tested at a flow '~ '  Lille 3c" t  w~t© "Fm. ,,* *h;~ - - , -e~t hired June 30 b-t s ~ , ~ ~  ~ ~1 ~1 • ~, .n~t~, . , , .  s 
Pakistanis, lured here by f a - -  "~" ":"" "~'~" " t- . . , , rate of about 20 million" ^..~ . . . . .  .~:... , .^_ .  or conciliation board Is. negotiations for a new | ~ .u.~..~, .~ ut  x.,,®, ©u®v,  j .  | 
[ J~U~JA~ [ Ja~at t lo lu~ t i lUaat  t~ eubiefeetofnatarai gas a" .^^.~ ,~^ ~^. I..,,,. ,~.~ just an admission that agreement  have been | ~ [ ~ [ ~ ~ I B U T O R S  LTD. .  63B-1761 | 
day with a light spray of e~,, ,  , , ,= ., ,-  . , ,5 -  -~o ,  the-., ca -not  ne e,~tlnta ~nm.~rl|o I ~ I the  , oe.t . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Gas :Development• of f~ . "~?° '~.~"~ , I roner  authority to bargaining session was ~, -~ • . AU~;OUNTING.638.1761 
Canada l ' td ' ss idTues"  °u~;in°~a!~:~C:'ob:~a~i~reegs~)i~:nt~"'CyePanW•Claude wN°V ' l~nd; :~r : : tSoa~d: t  w e ' r e  
da • 
a news  release,  the  Ll l"=,.~,~. f0~- -  - ' Par ro t  sa id  in a te lephone to set the date  for the next  "Jr • _ " i f  aUUK N~OK - 63$-3081 ' 
meynau[o  pay mar  S t o v e s  e company said its tr,p to West Berlin. The-ost  office re-uest r~st office contacted the Lzszea  RHIffiTT BLADES OCCIDENTIAL  Kotaneelec YT H-38 well, ' . interview Monday night, round of talks. When the , 
lecated l00 miles north of ~ .Th~e t~eSppO~f~?~.:~ has a~ered  leade~" of ~ion,  it wastoannounce I "T  ~t. L IFE -  635.$757. 
Fort Nelson, B.C., will ~rmg_ng . . . . . .  the 22,000-member union the application for a wo. ,.op ,3,.. iiil 
undergo more testing to ~enm.~e ~eve .~ nd strained already-tense conciliation board. .L  ~ ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - 
determine its potential, w y,~,m~ o,,,,-~ ,~, ,  ,~,~ relat ions just when ' ALL-WEST GLASS - 638-1166 t 
eacn person Further drilling will _ the'  immi n • Chr istmas cards and A key union demand is 
also be required to ~unce  | ~^. ~gr.an.~ packages are being the right for CUPW to Free  - fo r  ONE month  cour tesy  of  THE 
evaluate the extent Of the ,row art-,©- ,~- , ,~,"' , ,  moiloa veto nronoseu ' ~ , ,  ~, , . - , . . . . . .  
gas reservoir, it said. they cannot be  legali.y . . . . . . . .  technolog]*caf changes it . . . . . .  u~t .~ ncg~au 
The company said mr^co na.cK unti| mew Parrot  said during a feels would adversely i t  you  w,sn  your  bus iness  w~ ,~ ~ f ,~ , ,  f , , , , _  
testing now is under way cases nave neen break in the union affect its members. Phone listed for your customers  l~ lease  ta l l  Ot~) -O6~i  
to ~ determine the flow decided--aprocesswhi~.h executive meeting that Technically, the union 
potential of the well. can take up to five years, the post office informed would not be in a legal 
, , ,  
. . .  . ,  . 
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Pictures Wanted 
Covering the news beat of any community is
always easier the more cooperation one has from 
the local citizens. The same is also true when it 
comes to photo coverage. No newspaper can 
adequately "cover" the news adequately by 
word and by picture on its own. 
A community newspaper is supposed to reflect 
- l ike a mir ror  - the local scene. ~egio~I,~e of
The greater the number of individuals in the unemplovmen!  
community with their eyes and ears "out there" 6 an~J~nder 
the better reportage that community will over 6 to 7 
receive, over 7 to 8 
The Terrace DAILY HERALD is looking out over 8 to 9 
for all the news photos it can get. While the over 9 
"financial reward" for black and white news 
photos turned in will not be substantial (it will 
seem small indeed, to most) we will do all in our 
power to help the photographer to find other local economic 
markets for the same pictures as well so that, in d i ti ons. People 
As of December 4. 
everyone must work 
longer before they col- 
lect unemployment in- 
surance. But this new en- 
trance requirement is 
variable. It changes ac- 
cording to the rate of un- 
empk~vment i  the region 
where" a claimant or- 
dinarily lives when tiling 
a claim. 
Before, c la imants  
could get benelits when 
they had ~orked eight 
weeks in insurab le  
en~ployment. Now they 
must work from 10 to 1:4 
weeks. 
How it works 
The exact number of 
weeks required is based 
on the local rates of un- 
employment. The table 
below shows how the 
requirement varies: 
' Required 
weeks 
13 
12 
I [  
10 
' The variable entrance 
requirement (VER) is 
designed to better eflect 
con-  
need 
fewer weeks of work ir 
they live in :l h'igh un- 
employment area. more 
il' the~' are in a region 
where unemployment is 
lower. 
Claimants who do not 
meet the ent rance  
requirement one month 
may bt:ctlfile ligible later 
on. if the tnnemployment 
rme in their ~.lre~l goes up. 
Howe~cr. they need not 
reapply each month. I f  
the entrance drops in 
response to a higher un- 
enlplo.vment rate. they 
will be told by nlail th.'(t 
they now meet the,nc~ 
condition. 
Fairer 
U I oflici~ds believe that 
the higher entrance 
requirement should 
reduce disincentives to 
work. They also stress its 
fairness. S]nce it changes 
according to regional un- 
employment rates, the 
new requirement reflects' 
the dilticultics cl,'tinlunts 
have in finding and keep, 
ing work. As one UI 
official put it : "It's more 
just because it makes VANCOUVER (CP) -  
An inquest jury con- 
the tJ! program mOre cluded Monday that 
responsive to local eco-Richard Kenneth 
nomic conditions." MeHugh, 31, died ac- 
cidentally ast week when 
shot by his own gun while 
trying to steal $665 in 
church collections. 
Joseph Durhak, 65, of 
Vancouver told the jury 
that he threw a man who 
" I  always uspected Sadat of being a dove in Hawk's clothing/" 
the long run, beth parties will profit. 
As well as the small payment, the use of a 
photo credit line can assist amateu 
photographers in becoming better known. 
Public appraisal of the photos appearing in a 
dally newspaper can also help improve the 
Church Council 
Sends India Aid 
TORONTO Ten funds to the $208,000 being 
thousand dollars was held by the National 
cabled Friday to the Council of Churches it/ 
World Council of Chur- India for such 
ches, Geneva, by The emergencies. This fund 
United Church of Canada was contributed by 
for aid to victims of three member churches of the 
recent cyclones in WCC. 
southern India. United Church grants 
This was the second for emergency relief in 
grant made in November the eleven months of this 
by the United Church year now exceed $100,000. 
World 
Man Kills Self Stealing Church Funds 
him. 
"In the struggle I guess 
he must have been fishing 
for his gun," he said. "I 
heard a shot. His arm 
pointed the' weapon at 
McHugh and told him not 
to move. Me said he did 
not know McHngh was 
dead. 
came out and I saw. the City pathologir: Dr. 
gun then." Thomas Harmon said 
that McHugh died of a 
Durhak said he picked single bullet wound to the 
up the gun, stood up, chest. 
collection funds when a 
man grabbed the paper 
bag containing the $665 
and rafsxf with it. 
Durhak said he chased 
the man about 70 feet and 
caught up with him in a 
shopping centre parking 
lot. 
"I made a grab for 
him," he said. "A bundle 
of ones and twos fell out photographer's skill and artistry. In a number of 
small ways then if the phototaking public enters 
into the spirit of mutual contribution the com- 
munity, the newspaper AND the photographers 
could all grow together. 
"News" shots of children, pets, interesting 
scenes (icicles in the sunlight on the main 
streets of town), an attractive woman in high 
heels fixing a flat tire while onlookers drive by; 
oddities, accidents, the first flight of geese going 
South or North; novel signs; a beautiful baby - or Development 
a beautiful anything. Service and Relief 
,, ,, Committee A similar Unusual signs (a raven perched on a stop ! • . " !. 
• . , • • . amount..wasrsent earlier sign) a children sparty, a school outmg, a Semor ~, ~,t, ~i~ ~.,;,~' .,~ ~,,, 
Citizen's activity project - these are some of the' --Mathare"" .~,ZVa~j,':~:'%.~.::,.~., ,~ . ,  
areas - and there are thousands more - of sub- who had been made 
jeers we are looking for. homeless by a fire which 
Hundreds of cameras are sold in Terrace each devastated the large 
year and tens of thousands of dollars of ex- squatter town outside 
pensive quipment and rolls of •m. We offer the Nairobi. 
• The grant o India is in 
space m our daily pages in which to share some anticipation of an appeal 
of the results of all this investment and effort, by the World Council of 
plus a slight financial "reward". Churches for additional 
Cooperation Better 
Than Opposition 
The time lost in Canada 
through strikes and 
lockouts has dropped 
cousideralby from last 
[oear. The working days 
st per Canadian worker 
in 1976 was 2.27 which, we 
are not proud to report, 
was the world's highest 
figure. Despite the 
current B.C. Telephone 
strike in Vancouver, we 
have enjoyed a much 
better year in 1977. 
The latest federal 
figures show strikes and 
lockouts to be down 38 per 
cnet from 1976 to 1977. 
The number of workers 
involved in labour 
disruptions i only a fifth 
of those whose work 
stopped in 1976. As ex- 
pected from these facts, 
the man-days lost are 
also very much improved 
and are running about a 
quarter of last year's 
total. 
While an improvement 
in labour work stoppages 
may be cause for 
congratulation we should 
be looking to find how this 
came about so that the 
trend may be continued. 
One cause the Van- 
couver Board of Trade 
acknowledges -- and 
accepts "with reluctance 
- -  is the high rate of 
unemployment, En- 
thusiasm for strikes is 
significantly reduced 
when the economy is in a 
depressed state and 
unemployment is already 
high. We can understand 
the effect his has had on 
the labour picture even 
though we regret the 
cause. 
A major cause of 
strikes is the failure to 
reach a wage contract 
acceptable to both un!on, 
and management. This 
has been affected by the 
Wage and Price Controls 
set out by the Anti- 
Inflation Board. Now that 
the date has been set for 
controls to be lifted, the 
$64,000 question is, how 
easily will contracts be 
negotiated then? 
What lies ahead in this 
province? Before • the 
controls are lifted, 133,000 
union members will be 
looking for new con- 
tracts. These include two 
major unions, the B.C. 
Teachers Federation and 
the Canadian Union of 
Public Employees, both 
of whose actions have an 
immediate ffect on the 
general public. In other 
words, settlement ornon- 
settlement of their 
negotiations could have 
an immediate impact on 
the rest of us. 
The recent call for 
Right-to-Work legislation 
by the Socred party was 
narrowly defeated. The 
Minister of Labour is to 
be applauded for his 
stand and his comment 
that such legislation 
would not improve 
cl 
ghts to either join a 
union or to change 
unions. 
But if the Labour 
Minister is being 
realistic, is this being 
matched by Labour? We 
hear that it took a 
directive-from the B.C. 
Federation of Labour to 
stop/a strike-breaking 
tactic being used by one 
union on another. 
,'In a more co-operative 
move, the Canadian 
Labour Congress is 
helping the Bank em- 
ployees who wish to 
organise unions. 
The story and plot of 
the B.C. Telephone 
Company has respon- 
sibilities to its employees, 
yes, but also to its 
customers and its 
sharehodlers. 
The Vancouver Board 
of Trade commends the 
Telephone Company's 
stand in promising job 
security -- so long as 
economic reasons can 
support it. A bankrupt 
companycertainly 
wouldn't be paying any 
wages -  or pensions. 
Technological im- 
provements hould be 
made, as necessary. 
Assurances have been 
given that any job thus 
eliminated would be 
rpovided for by attrition. 
It is completely 
unrealistic to demand 
from an employer ab- 
solute job security and 
then toll h im also how to 
run his business. If 
contracting out !s 
necessary, it ~s 
necessary. 
Outsiders are said to 
see more of the game 
than the participants. We 
suggest hat the lack or 
rniuc am imm c 
between labour and 
management is at fault. 
We do not mean just 
talking to each other, we 
mean making a genuine 
effort o understnad what 
makes the other tick -- to 
walk in his moccasins for 
a mile. The barriers 
which have grown bet- 
ween labour and 
management will not be 
easily discarded. 
Vancouver Board of 
Trade Editorial. 
had attempted torob him 
to the ground and was 
lying on top of him when 
he heard a shot. 
Dur.hak, a retired 
painter, told the court he 
did not know the robber 
had a gun until he heard 
the shot. 
Durhak said he was 
walking to a bank on Nov. 
28 to deposit church 
Streetworkers Robin director Jessiea Snyder 
Brown and recreation of the Youth Outreach 
There's not much for youngsters boarding in 
teenagers to do in Terrace. 
Terrace - except walking The unemployment 
around the streets and scene in Terrace is hard 
hanging aro,u~t on on everybody, but one 
corners, effect is that kids are 
"Giving kids"$'place to dropping out of school 
go besides the streets" is because they don't think 
the main purpose of- it's going to do them 
Youth Outreach, ac- much good, Snyder said, 
cordin~ to Jessica and this makes it almost 
S ~qoe r , r impossible for them to 
director for the program, get jobs. 
Because there are so 
many transient families 
coming into Terrace and 
leaving soon after, the 
children from these 
families are often 
disoriented and not able 
to get along in school - 
and so end up on the 
streets. 
0ut-of-town boarders 
Youth Outreach, with 
its focus on street- 
workers, recently 
received a Canada Works 
grant to re-establish the 
program which has been 
operating on and off for 
the past two years. 
"It's phenohnenal the 
number of kids out on the 
Big Dam Cover Goof of that bag. He 
momentarily went for the DAWSON CREEK, derwazr if a hydro dam is 
bag. That's when I B.C. (CP) -  Residents befit. Both Hydro and 
jumped him." phone company are 
provincial government 
agencies. • 
Already, 41 greups 
from the Peace region o f  
B.C.--including most  
town councils and cham- 
bers of commerce--have 
come out against the 
dam, at Site C near 
,.,T yior. . . , 
:,(-.British Cdt;~nbi~i'~dan'f '' 
would flood 42,000 acres 
of some of the best farm- 
land in the province. 
The Dawson Creek 
newspaper, The News, is 
pubhshing sc thing 
editorials and printing 
postcards calhng on 
electricity customers to 
withhold payment of 
hydro bills ff 80 per cent 
of all south Peace hydro 
users agree to do the 
same.  
RESPONSE GOOD 
Editor Pat Michiel said 
this week that 750 of 5,4~0 
customers have sent hack 
their protest cards since 
.!ate October. 
"Realistically, I don't 
e~pect to get over S0 per 
cent.of the people sending 
cards in, but this cam- 
fip,.paign is focusing atten- 
on on the opposition to 
this dam, the third on the 
Peace," he said. 
The W.A%Kennett 
Dam opened 10 years 
go and a smaller dam at 
Site 1 near Hudson Hope 
is under construction. 
The newspaper's cards 
ask readers to "say no to 
a dam that will destroy 19 
per cent of all Class I and 
2 land (best farming) in 
B.C., and say no to ex- 
Phloitation of the north for 
e benefit of the south." 
Michiel said "Nor- 
frequents the centre, therners are fed-up 
Teh teens will decorate supplying the south with 
energy and then having to 
fight for every dollar of 
government tax money 
spent in their com- 
munities." 
They fear that in an 
area now largely self. 
sufficient in food, they 
would have higher 
grocery bills if the lands 
aj flooded. 
to 17, but the Youth 
LETTER 
activities I would like to 
congratulate you on the 
excellent coverage The  
who oppose B.C. Hydro's 
THREW ROBBER plans for another dam on 
Durhak, a stocky 210- the Peace River chuckle 
pound man with a barrel when they look at their 
chest and short, heavy telephone books. 
arms, said he grabbed Spread over the back 
the man and threw him and front covers is a 
face down to the ground, scenic color photo of the 
pinning his arm behind area which will go an- 
program in Terrace streets. 
getting the kids off the 
Kermode centre where native youths but for any 
the program operates other group which 
Snyder said, and then 
offer them alternatives to 
the street, the centre with their own 
Two streetworkers get ideas, painting murals on 
to know the youths and the bare walls and using 
get the youths to know other arts and crafts 
them, and once they are work to brighton up the 
involved in the programs, rooms. The workers are 
hopefully the youngsters also looking for carpet 
will 'identify with the and furniture donations 
centre as their own. to make the centre more 
comfortable. 
Sn~der said the The program is 
specifics of the program focusing on teens aged 13 
would be determined by 
the teens participating, Outreach program will 
but some general ideas have many other indoor 
would be sports, outdoor for pre- 
activities and arts and schoolers, school-age 
crafts, children and adults. 
Besides the street- Theworkers employed Terrace Herald gave to 
workers and the by Canada Works will be the recent Regional 
street with no~ing to do" have the same problem, recreation director, the assisted by the regular District Area election. 
Snydersaid. particularly the large staff will consist of a workers at the Kermode I would also llke to take 
Teenagers hanging number of native youths youth and family coun- centre, this opportunity to ex- 
around the streets are a who come to Terrace to seller, a program The government grant press, through your 
problem in ever~ corn- attend high school. These manager and an arts and, is goodfor one ~'ear, but newspaper, my thanks to 
munity, but the situation youngsters often have crafts instructor, making Snyder is optimmtic that the electors of area C, 
is particularly bad in trouble adapting to life in the program more than the funds will be renewed Kitimat SUkine Regional 
Terrace, ' she said, a big town. just a drop-in centre, at that time so Youth . district. I will work to be 
because of three factors: The first thing for the Snyder stressed the Outreach can continue to worthy of their sup~rt. 
employment, ransiency., Youth Outreach workers cultural aspect of the help the kids on the Sincerely, 
and out-of-town is to get the kids into the centre not only for the street. . Alice Chert'Wing 
/ 
. , ,  .- * 
Players ign 
with Leafs 
TORONTO (CP) - -  "I  think it's safe to say 
Darryl Stttler and Lanny that if those two guys do 
McDonald, who usually end up in, Toronto, they 
leave  leave contract  won't be getting any 
negotiat ions to agent more money than Sittler 
Alan o EaSON, HAVE and McDonald," 
IGNORED HIS ADVICE Eagleson says. "It 's not 
AND SIGNED WITH in writing, mind you,. but 
Toronto Maple Leafs when our deal was made l
through the 1983-84 emphasized the loyalty 
season, my clients were 
The Eagle's suggestion displaying toward Leafs. 
last summer when they "Atconsiderable 
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signed the contracts was sacrif ice, they were "(i '" "'~ 
that their  bargaining making a long-range 
strength could only ira- commitment to the  .:,  ,.' 
prove regardless of the Toronto• hockey club. I ,i.~-..~ ,~..:... 
,~-. colours with ties to match. ~ years both players had said that it would have to . J~. . . . .  Get into the swim now. Great -;.~"," 
with the National Hockey be a two-way street.  We ...~ ~ 
League club after their would expect he club to .::~...'::~....'~l~ 
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The Herald reserves.the 
right to classlty ads under 
• appropriate headings and to 
. set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
i The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
? and to retain any answers 
! directed to the Herald Box 
, Reply Service, anclto repay 
the cuatomer the sum paid 
:" for the advertisement and 
box reltel. " 'Hold"  
; '  Box replies on 
Instructions not picked up 
~ ~ within lOdays ofexpiryofan 
L,.' advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instrucftons are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
wlthitl 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 
that the I!abllity of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing In the ad- 
verflsement as published 
shall be  limited to the 
amount paid by the ad. 
vertlser for only one in. 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
apace eccupied by the In. 
~rrect or omlffed Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
cemply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights ArJ 
which prohibits any ad. 
vartislng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, s~x, 
color, nationality, am;estry 
or place of orlgln, or because 
his age Is botween 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
'~, Justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
i '  
Publ ished at  Ter race  
B.C. 5 days a week 
Monday to Friday, af- 
terncons 
PUBL ISHER 
W.R. (B i l l )  Loisel le 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Ef fect ive  October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Car r ie r  ruth 3.00 
6y Car r ie r  year  36.00 
By Ma i l  3ruth 12.00 
6y Mai l  ,6  ruth 22.00 
By Ma i l  year  40.00 
Senior Cit izen year  
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.635-6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
Eckankar presents a film 
and public lecture Sunday, 
December 4 at 7:30 p.m. 
Held at 5112 Graham. For 
further information cell 635- 
6479 Glen Shepherd (area 
rap.) 
Terrace Italian Canadian 
Club will be holding their 
Annual Christmas Dance 
Dec. 3rd 1977. Starting at 8 
p.m. at the Terrace iArena 
Banquet Room. Hot supper 
will be served at 11 p.m. 
MUSIc by the Comancheroes. 
For tickets phone any 
member of call Kalum 
Electric. 
"The Terrace Art 
Association Is holding a 
"picture lean" on December 
6th, at 0 p.m. In the Terrace 
library errs room. Paintings 
should be returned at 7:30 
p.m. so they can be put on 
dlsplayfor selection. The 200 
original paintings wlll be 
available for selection at e 
p.m. Everyone welcome... 
Thank you. 
There will be a Ch 
CLASS IF IED RATES tree sale Dec. 9th, I(] 
and 17th at the Co-op 
LOCAL ONLY: lot and next to the I 
Commerce. They will be $3, ~ ~OR SALE: Sealy 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
Insertion, over 20 words 5 $5 and $7. You can call In Posturepedlc Extra long, 
cents per word. orders for trees at 635-4060. box spring and mattress, like 
3 or more consecutive in- new.Withmattresscoverand 
sertlons $1.50 per Insertion. sheets, $200.00. Phone 635- 
3636 after 6 p.m. (C3-6) 
REFUNDS: 1 pool table 4x0 complete 
First Insertion charged for MILLSMEMORIAL with two sets of balls. 
whether run or not. THRIFT SHOP Snnoker 8. numbered and all 
Absolutely no refunds after Mills Memorial Hospital other edulpment. S250. Can 
ad has been set. Auxiliary would appreciate be seen 4611 Loan Phone 635. 
anydonatlonso[good, cleen~ 4034. (c3.5) ' • 
CORRECTIONS: 'clothing, any '  household' 
Must be made before 2nd Items, toys' etc. for their MISC.: 1971 GMC V= ton 
Insertion. THRIFT SHOP. .~: Truck, good condition. V8, 4 
Allowance can be made for For pickup, service phone Speed, radio,: canopy. T.V. 
only one Incorrect ad. 635.5320 or 635.5233, or leaye stand $5. Interested parties 
donations at the Thrift shop only. Phone 635.5979 (c6.7) 
BOX NUMBERS: on Lazelle Avenue on 
75 cents pick up. Saturdays between 11:00 Stump~.=,dforaChrlstmasglft 
$1.25 mailed, a.m. and 3'00 p.m. Thank phone 635.2122 for a book on 
you. (nc) the 'local area written by 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: John Glen Sr. "Where the 
Rates available upon PARENTS IN CRISIS Rivers Meet." An  amusing 
request. Are you -makihg your:o~m stoi'y of the Bulkley'. Valley. 
life and youf~ children's (p5-6) ~ ~ , 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED miserable? ~Do you con. 
RATE: stanfly yell at your children, MISC. FOR SALE: Used 
22 cents per agate line. or hit them, or. find it hard to Dishwasher. - Maytag SIS0. 
Minimum charge $S.00 per control your angry feelings ~ Phone635.7448 9) ~ 
Insertion. , toward them? ' 
P.I,C.'s goal Is to help you "1 Red Acorn ~' fireplace 
complete $175. 1 fireproof 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND become the loving ' con- rug 14x15(approx.) Likenew 
TRANSIENT AD- structive parent you really ~'$175,1SkiclooT~T4~O$380;.1 
VERTISlNG: Want to be. ' "-:Pah'. 'mens - 'Kastlnger $3.60 per column inch. All inquires absolutely 
confidential. Sklboots 91/~ worn once $90. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: Phone Maryor John 635.4419 Phone 635.4294. (C3.7) 
M.00 per line per month. Jane 636-8302, "" ' 
On a 4 month basis only. ,, FOR SALE: One Taurus22 
Skesna District "Girl GulcJes target revolver, Bear L.H. 
Hunting Bow with G & A 
DEADL INE would like to annbunce the~ Kast!e 200 cm Skis with 
opening of  a Land' Ranger soloman 404 Bindings, Mens 
DISPLAY: Company In the Thornhlll Ski boots size 11.and poles. 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to area. Glrlsbotweenflleages One new 165-13 summer 
publlcetlon day. of 14 and 10 who are in-" radial. Twocompresslon alr 
terested please call. 635-306T~" pistols., Phone 635.9341 (p3- 
CLASSIFIED: or 636-1269 (ctf), '. ,'- 7) 
1:00 p.m. day prior to * ," 
publ!cetlon day. • Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
Servi¢echargeof~.00onall starting at 1:30 p.m. 
N.S.F. cheques. - Thornhill Baby Clinic every 
2nd and ~th Friday at the 
WEDDING DESCRIP. CommunityCentrefrom 1:30 
TIONS: - 4:00 p.m, • 
No charge provided news - Adult Clinics - Man. Wed. & 
submitted wLthln one month. Frl., from 3:00. to 4:00 p.m. 
$5.00 production charge for -V.D.Clinic-3:00p.m. every 
wedding and-or engagement Man. & Thurs. 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write-ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. PATS KN ITS 
Kniffing Machlne Sales 
Lessons - Patterns - Ac- 
CLASSIFIED AN. cessorles 
NOUNCEMENTS: Coned Yarn 39c oz,.,638-1409 
(cff4mo-18n) ~'~" 
Births 5.50 GOLDE N R,t~,~-'"~'E 
Engagements 5.50 
'Marriages 5.50 Odd lobs fo~:t~ :t~bless. 
Deaths S.50 Phone 635-4535. 3230 Kalum 
Funerals 5.50 (ctf) 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 CERAMICS BY FfEAR~ 
Memorial Notices 5.50 Workshop. Call 63S.30~4"for 
PHONE 635.6357 further Information. '• 
Classified Advertising Dept. (eft.feb14.78), 14' Motor Grader 1965, very good condition. Hydrollc 
I ABl~ E ELECTRIC LTD. snow wing and scarlfler. 
Electrical and Refrigeration Phone 845.2490 days 845-7419 
after S p.m. (c3.5) There is a Christmas Bake 
and Craft • sale at Co-op contract. 
Shopping center Dec. 17th House airing.., 
(Saturday) from 10-6 p.m., 635-5876 
featuring many bake goods, (off) 
breads, canning, quilts, 
weaving, pillows, metal 
work, Christmas stocklngs 
and wreaths and many 
morep  ..... $25reward for return of cage 635.2044 or 783.9133 collect. 
THE TERRACE LITTLE 12x12x30" taken from back 
THEATRE Is presenting a of GIm's Restaurant Friday FOR RENT: Available Jan. 
Christmas program for December 2 between 3 and 5 
Games" will be held In early 
February, attendance at the 
meeting Is Imperative. 
The Reglenal Director for 
"The Games" will be Doming 
. . . . . . . . . . .  from~,,Kltlmat: for this 
meeting. 
children and families, p.m. Call 635-2935 evenings 
featuring the Three Llflle or 638.1152 days.(p3-7) 
Pigs, Santa Claus and music ~ . 
19:HEL P on the afternoons of Dec. 10 and 11th In the Little Theatre W ANTED 
Building on Kalum. Please 
pick up the 50o tickets at 
McColls Real Estate, after EXPANDING CANADIAN 
Dec. 1, to reserve a space. OIL COMPANY needs 
dependable person who can 
A committee of local people work without supervision. 
Interested In building a Earn $14,000 per year plus 
complex to house pre-school bonus. Contact customers 
programs, day care, the around Terrace. We train. 
chlld.mlndlngcentre, anarts Write A.K. Dick, Pres., 
and crafts area and other Southwestern Petroleum, 
facilities for Interested Brampto~, Ont. L6T 2J6. 
groups, are meeting on Dec;. (C4.8) 
7,at7:30p.m. In the Daycere GIRL Friday required, basic 
Centre on Park Ave. to form knowledge of invoicing, 
a soclety~ Any interested general office procedures 
persons welcome. ' Jane asslbciated~' with the 
Pitch 638.1233. ' ' ,.~hotesale" ind.ustry . I s  
There will be a meeting to desirable. Call H. Young, 
help Terrace to organize for Acklands Ltd. 635.6226. (C3- 
the B.C. Northern Winter 6} .~ 
Games which will be held in ROYAL Bank requires a 
Prince George. The meeting stenographer please reply In 
will be held In the Terrace person to Mel Stokes, 4640 
Arena Senior Citizens Room Lakelse Avenue, Terrace. 
on Wednesday, December (C4.7) 
7th at 8:00 p.m. AN INTERNATIONAL OIL 
All persons or groups 
wlshlngto participate in any CO. offers plenty of money 
of the 37 sports or activities plus cash bonuses, at home 
are asked to atte~d. As"The training for mature In. 
dlvldual In Terrace area. 
Regardless of experience, 
write S.D. Read, Pres., 
Tiffany Asphalt In- 
ternational, Box 1707, Sta. R, 
Toronto, Ont. M4G 4A3. 
(c4.8) 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
New I, 2 and 3 bedroom 
suites for rent. Frldge, 
stove, dl'apes, carpet, rec 
area, sauna end pool table, 
with security Interphon( 
and elevator. Absolutely 
no pets. (ctt) 
K E Y STUN E COU RT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2.  4603 Scott. 
One, two and threi 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schools and down 
town. ~ , Clean, quiet 
spacious, security Iockul 
and patrol. 
635.5224 
(ctf) 
KALUM GARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment for 
rent, some with basement 
and carport, private en. 
trance and patio. To view 
see full time caretaker at 
Apt. No.8 on Scoff Ave. east 
of Kalum or phone 635.4841. 
(ctf) 
01inton 
Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Securlt 
enterphone. Sauna. 
635.3941 
638.1032 
Now buying Fine Arts and 
Indian Antiquities. WANTED TO RENT: 
Wrlteto: Employed mother with 2 
Mrs. L. MacDonald children, 2 or 3 bedroom 
11577. 149 Street ...... ~ .,d.uple>~ of four  piex,. In 
Edmonton, Alberta e~r)r~ ddW~fOW~ a¢#a~. Phone ~5-" 
TSM IW9 2981 before.2:30 p.m. or 635- 
(ctf.PL.D18) 5439 after 5 p.m. (P3-6) 
/1 
1976 Reinei'i 'CabIn Cruiser, 
22 ft., 225 Hp lB. OB. F.W. 
cooled, H.W. Heat, Stove, Ice 
Box, Compssl;, Sounder, CB, 
VH F, Sleeps S~ other extras, 
trailer, write .'~'WIInra" .Box 
152, Prince Rupert or Phone 
627-1501 evenings. (c7-7) 
Attractive 3 bedroom house 
for rent In quiet neigh- 
bourhood, Thornhlll Phone 
(c10.12) 
1, 78. 3 bedroom home un- 
furnished, near hospital and 
school. Phone 635.2806. (C4. 
7) 
1972 Datsun 510 4 .door auto 
$995. Call Braze 635.7195 day- 
time (p3-7) 
FOR SALE: 1974 Ford 
Maverick 4.door. 24,000 
miles, auto-V-8. Excellent 
cond. Offers requested. For 
further Information phone 
635-7696. (P5.8) 
1970 8 cyl .  Chev truck. 
Factory canopy Included. 
Low mileage, one owner. 6 
H.P. Snow Plow. Big wheels 
and chain. Phone TonY after 
S p.m. 635-2997. (P3:6) 
FOR SALE: 1977 GMC semi- 
camperized van. Phone 635- 
5680. (C5-8) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, 
housekeeping units, cen- 
tral ly located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
rates by day or week. Non- 
drinkers only. Phone 635. 
6611. (ctf) 
NOTICE 
SEALED TENDERS, 
marked Janitorial Contract 
for Ministry of Labour. 4548 
Lakelse Avenue - Terrace - 
British Columbia 2,200 
square feet will be accepted 
by the Honourable the 
Minister, Department of 
Public Works, care of The 
Superintendent of Works, 
Ministry of Public Works, 
4827 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, 
Brftlsh Columbia, up to 2 
p.m., 15th December, 1977. 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained f rom The 
Ministry of Public Works, 
4827 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, 
British Co lumbla on and 
after 2nd December, 1977. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
(C3-7) 
i 
:~;~;~;~;~;~;~*~:~:~:~-:~:*;~;~;~;~;~;~;*;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~**~ 
Used Cars for Sale li 
1976 HONDA CiViC Radio, Sunroof, 4 Spd. ii~:: 
1975 MONTEGO P.S., P.E. Auto :i:': 
1974 METEOR R IDEAU 500 P.S., P,B., Auto ~'! 
1974 AUDI FOX : Front-wheel drive, 4 Spd. :'~ 
1973 NOVA HATCHBACK 3 Spd., V8, Standard i:~' 
1972 PINTO 3 Or., Auto, Tape.radi0 "~ 
1974 CHEV 1 TON P.S., P.B., Auto, Dual Wheels ;:.~ 
1974 FORD % TON ./ 360, 4 Slxl. i~i 
1973 FORD CREW CAB 340, 4 Spd., Steel Box, :'~! 
' Trailer-hook up. i:! 
Vl EW AT 3103 blakeburn st, ii!!: 
OR PHONE MIKE AT 635.6567 i'!~ :;-:! 
OR ~i! 
635-4728 i:!: 
DEALER NO. 01683A "!:! 
4 
NOTICE 
SEALED TENDERS, 
marked Janitorial Contract 
for Ministry of Health . 
Mental Health Branch . 
Room Numbers 2 and 5 • 4554 
Lazeile Avenue. Terrace . 
British Columbia (1,810 
square feet) will be accepted 
by. the Honourable the 
Minister, Department of 
Public Works, care of The 
Superlntandent of Works, 
Mlnlatry of Public Works, 
4827 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, 
British Columbia. up to 2 
p.m. 15th December, 1977. 
Tendorlng documents may 
be obtained from The 
Ministry of Public Works, 
4827 Kolth Avenue, T~'race, 
British Columbia on and 
after 2rid December, 1977. 
The ioweet or any tender 
will not necessarily be ec. 
cepted. 
(c3-7) 
FOR SALE: 1976 Arctic Cat. 
Phone 635.3831 (p2-7) 
SHIPPER NOTICE 
The undersigned carrier has 
made applicatlon to the 
BUSINESS OP. 
PORTUNITIES: AUTO SEATTLE (AP) - -  I f  
WRECKING on Highway 97, ~'OU dial his listed number 
Williams Lake. Good turn in North Seattle, here's 
over, new house, large stock, the recorded message 
Approxlmatsly $100,000 yOU hear: 
down; will take trade of? as "Hello, th|s is Reg~ald 
part down. Can arrange the Plumber. Because of 
finance on balance. Private a slu~)lus o| funds, ]['tl be 
sale. Phone 112.392.5837. accepUnl~ no new work 
(4,s) to,r, the time being. 
If you caged regar- 
"Work at home schemes" ding a plumbing problem, 
Investigate before you Invest my pr~ent response to 
This Is the warning given that is PPPPP- 
us by the Better Business PPPLLLLFFFFFFFF!" 
Bureau. Some papers are The gusto with which 
publishing classified ads Reginald Anderson 
regarding 'stuffing en- delivers the Bronx cheer 
velopes'. The reader Is tells you how satisfied he 
usually asked to send a small 
fee, Better Business Bureau is to f inal ly be able to 
warns that this Is nothing express how he feels 
more than a plan to send the about his work. He then 
reader a letter explaining proceeds more sedately: 
the 'wonderful opportunities' " l |  you are unable to 
for "making easy money by resolve your  problem, 
sending the Company inquiries about work wi l l  
(usually SI0 to $25) for a be accepted in the spring 
'complete kit' that will start of 'T8. Thank you." 
the reader on the way. The 
reader Is often asked to 
Insert an ad In the paper GRAND JUNCI~|ON. 
giving his own address as the Colo. (AP) ~ " I  guess 
mailing destination; ther that is unusual," said 
stuff the replies with the Mieke~' MeKay following 
same form letter received the b|rth of her thkd 
and mail back to the child--all born on Nov. 
promoter. A product never 11. 
becomes a fador. She and her husband 
VIEW A CHILD'S Darrel had to postpone a
WORLD scheduled double bir- 
TORONTO (CP) --  thday party for their first 
Motor Carrier Commission Toys, books, pictures and born, Tucker, 4, and 
to Increase rates and clothing used by  daughter Sooner, 2, when 
charges named in filed Canadian children during Mrs. McKay was taken to 
tariffs, the 19th century will be hospital Friday where a 
Proposed rates may be displayed from Nov. 30 to second son, Coulter, was 
examined at the offices of Jan. 29 at the Su't Ga]]ezT born. 
the undersigned and will, of Ontario. 
subject to consont, become ********A-k********************* 
effective on or after January ~ AN QUE S t 2,1970 f l  S - ANTIQUE 
Representation regarding 
proposed ratesmaybemade ~ "ANT IQUES : 
tothesuperlntendentMotor ~ Just  a r r ived  at Queensway Trad ing  3215 
Carriers, Burnaby, B.C. up ~ Ka lum.  A large select ion of qua l i ty .  
to December 19, 1977. . -- 
,, ~ . Ant ique Furmture  .... 'F. 
T ' ' H.H" Wli'liamsoh; fd~P?~ ~L.~ !Bra st4*~Oopperwa re ~u,~ 
Doc'sCartage.& %k, ~;~'- tDIocks~:,':~'~ " ' " , '  "~'" ~'' ............ :'~ .~ 
StorageCo. Ltd. ~ -Too ls  
_ ; - Stereos 
~ - Radies " ; 
- Knick  Knacks ' .~ 
• - 8 Tracks 
- Cassettes 
"X . And Much More  ; 
.~ Come in and Browse 
70. LIVESTOCK 
4c 
Matched pair Welch ponies, 4c 
will sell separately. 
1/2 Reg. Arabian mare, 13 
years old, good breeding, Use your  Chargex - Master  Charge 1 
excellent broad mare. .~ 
I/2 Reg. Morgan colt, 6 ~ A smal l  deposit w i l l  hold anyth ing  t i l  Xmas .  
months old. ~, We Buy,  Sell, T rade  & De l iver .  
Reg. Arabian mare, 31/2 Phone 638-1613 4c 
years old, excellent show "t( Open Six daysa week 9:30 t i l  6:00 Fridays .~ 
and breeding qualities. ~ til 9:00. ~c 
Call 635.7448 Don or Laurie 
Forbes. ( c5 -9)  ]l~*'.k'k~-klk-k*',k~k*****'k~rk****~k** k'A'~ r" Ir'~ | 
II 
Do It Now 
DISCERNING ADULTS. 
shop d,,c,.,,,, ,,,, m, , , ,  A l u m i n u m  Send $1.00 for our latest fully 
illustrated catalogue of , . 
marital aids for both ladies 
and gentlemen. ~ Dlrect Sheets 
Action Marketing Inc. Dept. 
U.K., P.O. Box 3268, Van- 
couver, B.C. V6B 3X9. (ctf) ~16lll x 36 I' 
FOR SALE : Put the World 
in someone's stocklngthls 1 3 76  
Christmas. Give Green- only - • 
peace 'Go Anywhere' lottery 
tickets. Book of twelve only 
$22.00. Phone (60;I)736.0321 THE DALLY  HERALD 
Or write Greenpeece, 2108 
West 4th Ave., Vancouver 
V6K 1N6. (4,5) 3212 Kalum St. Terraoe 
Oarriers for 
Daily Herald 
required 
immediately in 
TERRACE and 
THORNHILL areas, 
Extra earnings, 
PHONE 
636-6367 
THE HERALD, Wednesday. December 7, 1977,  PAG| ~' 
• ' New-  ' Canadian 0 nuether sav.ing.| l 
T a x  a s s e s s m e n t  a simple thing? :p  " Canadiansare¢ohtinuin$. public accepts~t[~, o f  the 
. . . . .  . ,  . • ~ " " " their tradition a~ heavy I ,.~I charteredbanks|i~;hecoun.), 
'!~!i-'~" ' "  " • NI~W. VO~ (C" ) : ' - - " '  savers.' "" • .' " . "  |$L l l00 - - ' - " : ' - - - ' - - - "~ try s principal sk/~il~ i~ti~ 
{~ Bruin Demetri0 Of Le The Canadian" Bankers I ~ . ( :~ ,w inae  I~l i  tutions, . . :.f, 
~. ~: /~saeesment notices, through field inspection when they get their the British Columbia Salon In .Manhattan is - Association (CBA) repord I , - - -  vu  v !, ,6o.... . Ik~ . "rh~se sta~ist~:.,re in- 
>;~.. ' whi ~" "oh are now in the and by market and other assessment notices will Assessment Authority,~d 0 convinced ~that women that'the number of personal I ~ ~rOW ~[~|  ~ ~luded it~ the ~I~A~s "[ust~ . 
".~. hands of pr0perty :comparisons. In. their probably be: What will likewise and advise me wtll want shorter hair this .vinss accounrsatthe~har- ~=.L IMIO- -~. -~- -=t~.~ issued Factbook,i~hichal~' 
+ i: • owners, will show actual work ~ey. take rote ~ happen to my taxes? local government which spring:. "DOn't panic, by, 1ered ~ banks have increased, . |  . . . .  ~ |  reports on a wi~ ] rm~ o~ 
value for~the first time count me =ocanoo m "The British Columbia combines the rtotol ~orter l mean hair that's • by almost i',5 million in' /a.  ' - " ~ - otherbsnkinsact~|t~." 
• : /and  these values hould proeprty, size, Assessment Authority is requrementontheannu~il Off the lheulde~s--and year. And the deposits're. I . ISlU, elV, sll ' c.~. ,;, . . . . .  .. .', ,,,...,,.~ 
these accounts  rose by close l_, , , , , , _ ~  --' .- - ,. ~ a ,* Y I r i  : topography, shape, cost :not a taxing ,b~ly". said tax notice," he mid;.  ~ ' " . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  6"' ShOrt hair do~n' t  . . . . .r~,.,vv • , consumer credit ~s incmas- 
of  repleaement, al~e, Mr. Morton. It is rep- : netN~lsr~yll l~lf la -Im~ll t°$-Tbi#~°n~Id "977 there I I$Ii¢IUII~II ing. theto|alasape~¢entage 
~" 'd"oselyt°currentmarket:vame. condition of the building: ponsible for establishing ".By creating -and .hea. d . l s~ i t~._~l~,Mt  AS ..'L , '~ / ":: of pe,onai dimmlge in.:' 
Assessed value, which and sales of comparable and contmil.in~g . . " ~a~tainif~gr an equitable Irlm~y, . ~ ~ m ,  • ~t~re 23.3 mi!don. ,su¢.n.,a¢- I gl I~IMIMI come is just abou~ the san~e' 
is the vladeused for tax properties int eh area. procedures whien relate . . _ property $43.~3 billion, cbmPared to / '~ .~IMI~I~I~l l  " • ' calculation purposes, isa In the final analysis the only toequitable property vamauon each property INEw YOl~ (~)  ~ counts at the oanK$ nommg, i . ~ d } - - ~  asitwasin i969: : 
percentage of actual vlaue is determined by valuation, not taxrates, owner ends up paying Flowers and d~o~aUve 21.9 million .accounts ~nd i. - - _~ : ,'Flte CBA'gys F|ctbook 
value, For school and eliminating high and low "Fianancial needs of only,, his fair share o~ olllamonts for 01e hair, $36,3~ billion a year ea'rlieL ~ |s ,~mendcd. as a compact 
• hospital purposes the comparisons to reach a local governments rex. ' throat, wM[It ~d wr/|t. The average account held source of gtneral and staffs- 
residential class is fair market value. . determine to~al yearly have JMMfl favorites ~ ' $1,8~4 against" $1 ~662 a The averageliersonal s vings ileal ~information, in~ludin| ..
assessed at 15 per cent of The reasons for the tax requirements. H any property owner two seam, The newest " year' earlier and '$805 in deposit at the Canadian ~urcs on a provincial basis,. 
actnalvalue, commercial percentage market Me io lcs  I ap i  c .considers that his waytowearaf leworf l te ,  1967. But 67 . pe/ cent of chartered banks now is for.students, teachers, !i- 
and other properties at 25 values are twofold. The calculate their total assessment is ineorrect wear an orddd treated the accounts were for less SI,8~4, up 63 per cent from braries and :others, Copies 
percent, andmdustrial t new method makes dollarrequlrements after or requkes any  ex-  with & ~ i ld  Ch~al  than SI,Q00,:and more than $1,138 in 1972. are available free in reason- 
30per cent. assessments easier to allowing for income from planation he should and then dipped in 14- 37 per cent hold less th~n able quantities in Enllidt or. 
D.C. Morton, chairman understand and it makes allother sources and then eontact the assessment karat gold--it can be S lO0. tance of'the individual s a French from the CBA, Box 
of the British Columbia assessments fairer and establish a mill rate for office .for further in- worn ass  pendant or a The CBA says these fig- soured of funds for the eco- 282, Toronto Domiqlotl 
ures point to the .impor; nomy and the broad-based Centre, Toronto M~K iK2, Assessment Authority, more equitable for all their generalmunicipal formation, lf he is still net pin. 
.;.. :esid"the uctualvalucs property owners. . • purposss. Scheolbsards, satisfied, the. property ' " help SO  reone - ' - :  m etse  are • determined by The first question many regional districts and owner may appeal to the NEW YORK (AP) -- The U.S, tnJury toll from 
, professional appraisers property owners will ask similar bodies including local,Court of Revision. skatebesrd~/last year 
• ,. • " .. was mar  tlmn 70,000 ' • Sending UNICEF cards '
Dairy farmers regulated " "  ' " ' - i sprained ankles, sa~ the ' Revolution" taking place lets your • friends., and. Amedenn Podiatry today in third-world relatives knwo 'you ' re  • " • . . . . .  A.saociation..The as so-. development. I t  _ thinking of them. It also 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  auditor-general in 1975~ said the commisaion'has cheirman said'he hap e s_ riderseiBti°nwearaaVineSrubber-solndtnat, reversalr Prese~ts ' froma" .totalthe developinghelps peopleworldinbecomethe 
+ Financial pr ctlces of the were not yet in place, been dragging its feet and the recent addition Of tennis ~ or dm.fl.ar technologieal approach self-reliant. .' 
C nadlan Dairy. C?m- Choquette tdd.Cbarles sought assurances from nine employees will .help loot~ear ma~ _prov~aes adooted:in the.'6o's. ~
mission came under tire . Drury (I.,--Westmount) Choquette that greater improve finaneial ' _ ~ i 
from government and th t lack of personnel is control of financial management and control t racuon and . that The  ~new ai~r0aeh • beglnne~mlonmthe basic attempts to.bull-d from 
opposition MPs at a the main reason only half dealings would be a top of inventories: , mates first. • the I~ttom up; to snow 
Coh~mons public ac- of the 16 recommenda-, priority. . " ' po°Pi~le' the 
eoanto eommittes tions have been ira- The commission Forest pests .~ meeting Tuesday. plemented, regulates the country's viauagea, , Commission chairman Choquette said the 70,000 dairy farmers who improve 
Gilles Choquette was remaining improvements produce industrial milk themselves. 
asked by Liberal and suggested by Auditor- used to make butter, Is'o :ses • 
Progressive Con-  GeneralJ.J. MacdonellJn skim milk powder, 
servative spokesmen why september, 1975, wiilbe Cheese and other dairy c a u s e  
recommendations for in place by March 31. products. 
tougher financial control Lincoln Alexander ADDS EMPLOYEES 
on spending, made by the • (PC--Hamilton West) The commission 
Cyclone Taylor 
"n] scores aga  
it is a marvellous story compared to baseball's 
great Ty Cobb and was 
getting front 
headlines in pa~gh: 
"did not approve" of 
hockey players. ~ . 
There's a story abom 
the time Taylor, who also 
mountain pine beetle'. 
This beetle kills all type  ' 
of pines and losses in 
Pe/lod from-1970 onwards 
have. been. increasing 
that they can  
thin@ for 
Thin broad 
front program, called 
"total dave]opment" h~s 
been adopted by 
UNICEF, the United 
VICTORIA, B.C. -- An The ~toqthruk  of Nations Children's Fund, 
increasing number of the • western q~uce with considerable: stm- 
pests ere causing heavy Imdworn 'is the I~geat  tees. It covers the whole 
losses in the. forests Of ev~ r~,~d~l, said-Dr, range of UNICEF 
British Columbia;. Roy _Sh~)~l_, also of the projects, from; health 
CanedianFonstrv contrea in Upper Volta to Dr. D.A. ROSS, en- fishing prbjects in 
tomolagist with the SerVice. I t  "now covers ~--gladesli. 
CanadianForeatry • e00,000 acres, mainly in ~st ra tsgy  is based in 
service told a meeting in the Fraser Valley area, the village of urban 
Vancouver: "Thebiuest  an-incremie of ~00,0o0 ne ighbourhoQd.  Th 
threat comes form the acres in the last year. villagers choose from 
"Wepruume thecycle, amo_ngst themselves 
will ~ ly  dtewith ununum Deo~le who could be 
weather canditions, not "~munit~ workers"; 
goneUca!ly.,as it has done the individual., they 
fn.the past he said. regard as the best far- 
• 
I 
~eera~on they most rust fo r ' 
fit care, or one they 
naturally turn to for 
adHce about raising thek 
babies. These people are 
given biref, simpel 
specialized training. 
"' CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC 
COMPANY I . IMITED 
SALES, 
AGENTS 
FOR OUR 
MOBILE RADIO EQUIPMENT SALES 
LOCATED IN 
VANCOUVER, TERRACE, FT.. ST. +OHN 
REQUIREMENTS: Mt~d have • prev~ . 
Sales record. Experience in communlcatie~ii 
while • definite asset Is not mandetorf. 
Training ia provided. 
EXCELLENT COMMISSION PLAN: Initkll 
Guaranteed Grew. Potential gross urningl 
S~0,004 - S40,000. ' 
REPLY IN CONFIDENCE SENDING 
RESUME TO:  
R!glenal Sales Man~q~or . 
, ; "  , . .  "'. 
to ld by a man who is  a Communications O~M. 
first.class story teller. CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC co . .  
However ,  Cyclone Taylor -LTD. .- 
goes far beyond ~o~ prestigious New York played laerossa, punched m0 EeetBroadwey ' 
average ooox aneuc Times. the referee during a rapidly." Vsnmuyer, B.C, ViB IW . 
sports or a sports figure In fact, he was paid melee and spent he night : It is estimated that the . met, for example, or the . . . .  I 
and it is this fact that more than the Great Cobb in jail. province is losing enoug, h 
makes its publication himself for one~ season - -  th ~ am tells of ~ wood each year• to  this - .. - ~ ::'. . . . . . . . . .  - ..... . . . .  " " " 
unique, ql~w?~q,.~lg~e~e~-~ith Otta~va.~m~.~uY . . . . . .  ~,,= .;.one pest to :~buBdmore ..... ' • "~: '-~' ' ...... ::' " ~. ~':' :. ': . . . . . . .  '"-'~'-~ :'.~.~' . . . . .  -.. "t~Yt°V-n- 
You are not only tola of Senatorwfor 45 ,~.  1~l-.~tr~m~ u .am.uu~ :r,y.,us.e_~. than 4,500barnes. . • "?:'~":;: .... 1"7//? ...... . ' : "' i ....... : .... ~ ....... -~, ~ i ~ ~  
n oasistedof ust 12 ~aru memem m van- • • q . " " " : r ' ' " " ~S ' " ~ S *' ' ~ d ' " ~ ' S' ' q & • ' ' ' " r r , " " its and saasa c ~ Dr Ross was speaking the many expso a ' • 
accomnlishments of one games! :. eouver Har.bour. con: at a meeting of the Foreat 
of ~e'- world's greatest Taylor later linked up coming hnm. sgrauon m " .~ Pest- Review Committee 
.~ast mmans ma~ attended: by r.epres.en-` i * *  hockey players -- .~ese. _wi.th .Frank and .I~ster.. ,,_£,~ ,,,,,,o ,n the tow n * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * *  
alonewou!dfill any ooox t,atricxonmewesct;oast, ~% . . . . . .  " an im' muves srom .me, u;~.  
-- but you also get a keen and played for Vancouver 'ra.ylo_r,. as . . . . . . .  ~ FOreSt Service,  the T " : * /  : ! ,  " "  / :'.' - - .  l a  . , • , * "~ ~ '  
e m'grau°n °mem" was ~ -' " 0 / '  W h e ~  ' * * ~  . * *  insight into the birth of Millionaires when th y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  federal forestry, service, . '  hocEey and life as it was won ,the Stanley Cup in ngn~m .tile re.mine oz [nat other ministr!es~ in- ' 
waer ~eg msue in the early days of 1915. . . ~ IX) . • dustrial agencies and  . 
Canada. '  Therec°rasan°great  Thepr° l °guete i l s0 f  g r°ups 'Them°unta in  mtheU. A. Cyclone Taylor came feats are all there,, but Taylor's visit to Moscow pine _l~eflw.ap~.~ ..all i:' ~li~ 
into the w0rldwhen the interwoven among mere fo r  the 1972 Canada- over uriusn. ~ommma ' . " 
horse and bagg~ was still ~e the ceriSe-me-scenes Russia series He found and infestations cover an 
king. He was born ".m a. stori~.ana moaghts that his photograph anging estimated125,000 aorea, 
smallOntario t wn c au.ea manemma very personm .ina place of honourin the sa,~ ~/. tto~. ,. , ,o i . , '  .. " : ' " ' i ' ' . ~K ' '*~ 
Tara in1884 and ivs m- accoum. .  Lenin Sports Palace. He i - "L :negre * s* rar~eo.=. . . .  would ou l,ke **  
teresting to note that on There is, .for ".instance, met Premier Alexei" increase in any one pest 
the day Arehie and Mary an amusing tale anout he Kosvgi~ is the sRruce beetle which ' ' ' " 
Taylor's little bundle of time ~yemne signea with ' ' also kills the tree" I~ . . . . .v.,~,=,.w~,~: 
joy made the lineup in t .he the.Senators. Part of the Throughout he book said. "Two Yesrs ngo to * 
human race, Sir John A. pac~ge was a civil there are descriptions of there were no'infeatati0ns • 4D' ' . ' . "~  ' " 
MacDonald was se_~ing service job with the .Cyclone Taylor flashing of the spruce beetle but , . '  i 
his final term as_Frime, veparunenL, at..  ,.m: clown, me ice with over the last year it•has : i  ~' ~]1~ ~' '~-L*  *_L . , ' ,  " ~•• '  . * * .  , * * * *  ~"  ~ ~[[ ~.f ' 
Minister of Canada, ana migration. "mat lop,. ny amazing speed, stick, s .t~.tedtosproad.repld!y 
would serve for another the way, led tea full ame nanoung arouna aazeu anu sauna neeome 
seven years before his eareerwbicheventually opponents, therush on epidemic, infestatinn2 "~. **~,_ ]W. . .  / . . '  , .. 
death in 1891. netted Cyclone the + goal, a quick move and ar.e showing up  In ate, as' 
Taylor wa~ five years highest civilian awed his putting me pucz in the near Kelowna, Pr ince.  • ' :  
old when he laced o.n a. pssime, .~emoeroz.me net. ' ' ~tupert ' ~ina Prince From "the nearby Northwest ~ to the sunny Southwest. 
pair of skates for the tirs.t uraer at me ~rkisn _ . . _ . George." 
time "I just had to get ~pire .  'Tne noo~. is bTcmne Dr. Allan van S_ickel, of the U.S.A. is alive with excitiqg driving destinations . . . " 
n.t ~gre and try it." he The Taylor household Taylor, wim woras uy the Canadian ~'ores~ry places you can easily reach, along an excellent network of 
sa~,s.'-"7I - ninc~ed" my back in Tara was capital Eric Whitehead. With the service, said the swerf highways. This time of year it's especia.lly p leasant . . ,  less 
sis~r's skags I got the "C" conservative and sameknackofputting the mistletoe, a parasite that . crowded and more relaxing, So come ()n. plan a short visit 
dickens for it afterwurd, Taylor was taken by the puck in ,~.e net, .Cy.elone grows on trees and takes 
but it was worth it." team owners mr a jan has puc his =ire oerween its food fromthe trees, " . or a weeks-long holiday in the .friendly land across the. 
The book carries you interview with the the shoulder blades and continues at moderate to 
Not everything Cyclone 
Taylor  did was right. 
"The , Minister..&ame 
right to the point." 
" I  suppose you have a 
letter from your M.P.?" 
"What letter," Taylor 
said. 
"the letter supporting 
your request for entry 
into the department 
without the usual Civil 
Service examination..." 
Taylor had a problem. 
"Mr. Minister," he 
said, "I didn't know 
anything about such a 
letter, but I eouldn't have 
gotten one anyway. Our 
M.P. is Mr. Rankin. Now 
he's probably a nice 
fellow, but, un- 
fortunately, he's a 
Liberal. Our family 
wouldn't go anywhere 
near him." 
, There's more, much 
more in the book. Stories 
about good times and bad 
times. 
There's the touching 
story about Taylor's 
courtship in Ottawa of his 
bride-to-be. It lasted 
more than six years 
because the girl's mother 
Minister of Immigration, right into the hearts of severe levels and results 
a Liberal. hockey fans. 
would   like 
******* ** (.  
t 
border. Start by mailing the.coupon.below to InfoRoad U.S.A. 
for. a wealth of information on the U.S..destination of your 
choice. If you're in Vancouver, you can drop in or phone : . .  
but from anywhere in B.C,, free maps, brochures and 
information can be yours promptly and without charge, 
InfoRoad U.S,A; is an official and free service of the U,S. 
Government, designed, to make your visit enjoyable and 
worry-free. Whether it's a single destination or several holi- 
day areas; we'll'p'rovide ever~tthing you need to plan 
a memorable driving trip to the U.S.A: 
in wood losses of about 30 
r cent of growth in 
At 93, .Cyclone Taylor ~r  . . . .  io - ine  Grime 
has scored again ,~,,B~,, . . . .  , . . . . .  ' hemlock and" Douglas-fir. 
I USE OR BUSINESS | FOR PRIVATE " ' i 
I ,  AUTOVEST " | 
II Before you buy, Invesflgato the advantages of this rent- | 
| to.own plan. A l l  monies paid apply to purchase. Why J 
| tie up youv cash or borrowing power. 1st end last J 
| months rent end drive away. i 
I EXAMPLES " l 
I , Based on 35 month lease | 
i 7S F 2501 plckup~ 7ii Econollne Van I 71 C 100 Chev..~ll 
I S140.00 per month I SlS&00pir month I s!29.oo per n/on~ ii 
I lease end price I lease end price I lease end price II 
I ,,17s.oo I st,vls.0o I s1,s7s.oo ii 
R or simply return I or simply return I or simply return l 
I 7s camera- HT I 7S Zephyr Sedan I 7l Oodge Van l 
I S139.00 per month I $124.00 per month I $1:!9.00 per month l 
I lease end pricel lease end price I lease end Price | 
| s2,o=s.oo I . , s . .0o I $~,m.oo i 
or sire I ~. return or slmpl~ return or slmpl~ return B 
~Sdr .  lYBFiS04x4 175 OMs Curl,as, 
| $99.00 per month I SlSS.0Qper month I S139.00per month |
ilease end pricellease end prlceilssse end price i 
I m00.00 I n,vs.oo I .,o2s.oo I 
I or ,Im~l~ returnl or simply return I "simply return i 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION• 
I CALL LARRY HAYES- RICHARDS 
COLLECT 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
i _~/  11~MARINE DRIVE 
I , ~ ;\~ NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
through his early years 
with ease and 
amusement. Because he 
was • smaller than moat, 
Taylor had his mother 
sew layers of felt into his 
long  underwear for 
proiection and thus he 
became the first to utilize 
~asdS -- the idea caught on 
t .  " 
However, all the stories 
of Cyclone's early days 
were not happy ones. As 
,. his talent became widely 
known, the offei's came 
pouring in, and so did 
irouble. 
He was asked to join 
the Toronto Marlborous 
in 1903 by Bill Hewitt, 
whose son Foster would 
later become the famed 
hpl. a y b - y al 
man. Tayl0~ refused and 
was' blacklisted 
~hroughout the • Ontario 
~Hoekey Association. 
That led to his turning 
pro at the age of 20 and 
his first job was with 
Portage la. Prairie in 
Manitoba. He got $25 per 
month plus room and 
board.. 
Less than five years 
later, Taylor had become 
the toast of New York, 
ASK U.S. 
INFOROAD USA * 
, ;  
• • i 
, i  ++ •~" +%. ~, '~ '* "*  ~¢+%~ 
j 
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No time for breakfast because you're so busy? 
Nonsense. You can turn out an appetizing, and nourish- 
ing, breakfast hat even the most breakfast-shy family 
. member will love...and in jig time. This quick breakfast 
: starts with Beat-the-Clock Pancakes, made from one of 
: the three new Log Cabin pancake and waffle mixes. The 
: mix is complete; just add water. Diced ham is stirred in 
for a flavorful plus. Serve with pancake and waffle syrup.. 
: The hew mix also comes in regular pancake and waffle 
: mix and buttermilk pancake aod waffle mix which are 
. prepared with eggs, milk and shortening. And all make 
. breakfast good and easy, by the clock. 
: 2 cups complete pancake and waffle mix 
: 1-1/2 cups water 
-' 2/3 cup diced or chopped cooked ham 
Butter 
Pancake and waffle syrup 
Prepare pancake mix with water as directed on psckage; 
stir In bsm. Preheat griddle to 400 ° and grease lightly. For 
each psncake, pour about 3 tablespoons batter onto 
. griddle. Bake until bubbly on top; turn to brown other 
side. Serve with butter and syrup. Makes 16 pancakes or 8 
servings. 
Y0ur Individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Brake - 
FOR THURSDAY,  DECEMBER 8, 
What kind of day will 
::t=norrow be? To find out what 
• the stars esy, read the forecast 
• given for your birth Sign, 
~LqIES IN~I , ,- . .~ 
(mr .  ~l to Apr. ~0) T#~-~ 
Avoid stress and strain. Take 
time to analyze situations, 
probabilities, possibilities. 
There are many opportunities 
t0r the taking. 
TAUn.s U ~  
• (Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Your Venus, fairly 
auspicious, timulates intuition 
and  creativity. You should 
make good progress if you don't 
fret ova" imaginary obstacles. 
(May 22 to June 21) ][][ 
Avoid a tendency "toward 
exaggeration and over- 
dmnatization f simple vents. 
~yto  find a new way to relieve 
~i /~t~y - -  but make it 
CANCER ®~ 
(June 22 to July 23) 
Mild stellar Influences make 
this a snore or less average day, 
But YOU can improve it con- 
siderably with a little extra 
effort and verve. Keep trying! 
LEO 
(July ~4 to Aug. 20) ~ 
You have the capacity to 
produce a great deal now, but 
you could offset it by going off 
on tangents or wasting time on 
friv0Hties. Care! 
(Aug. 24 to SepL 23) 
Day spells action, deter- 
mination. Astute planning 
influences, you should be able to 
diserin'dnato well. Just be alerL 
s~Grrr~[vs x~y 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Put a bit more enthusiasm 
into efforts. Success can come 
through new alliances. The 
"different," if appropriate, 
could spark day's happy an- 
eomplishmont 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
This should be a fruitful day, 
when some of your more 
vigorous offorto could bring 
unexpected rewards and 
recognition. Romance also 
favored. 
AQU&RIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Best results will accrue from 
workL~g with those who have 
haow-hew and In~plratlon to 
offer. 8olo ventures may not be 
as successful. 
(Feb. 2O to Mar. 20) 
Diversity is this day's 
keyword, but NOT confusion. 
Neither plan nor act without 
sound and Iong.runge purpose. 
Don't let your imagination run 
out of bounds. 
YOU BORN TODAY are a 
highly talented individual, 
conservative in thought and 
manner but extremely 
pi'ogre~ive in your methods 
end in the steps you take toward 
the attaimnent of your goals. 
Many fields are open to you in 
your choice of careers, but you 
Many an American dining table may boast a centerpiece 
of colorful gourds, heaped about their familiar cousin, the 
pumpkin, as a tribute to the abundance of our land. 
But the bright orange symbol of the harvest season is 
~bt unique to this country• In Europe, in fact, the 
pumpkin  finds much wider use than simply as an 
ingredient for a pie or an autumn decoration. 
One venerable French recipe, Ragout  de  la Reeo i te ,  or 
harvest stew, is traditionally served from a large, baked 
pumpkin, which gives it a unique flavor and adds to the 
festiveness of any dinner party. A special touch to the 
original recipe comes with Irish Mist liqueur. Its taste, 
reminiscent of mead (an ancient drink made from 
fermented honey, water and malt), enhances the hearty 
character of the ragout. 
RAGOUT DE LA  RECOLTE 
I pumpkin 8 to 10 lb, '" 
1/4 lb. salt pork 
1/2 cup coarsely chopped onion 
2 lbs. stewing beef 
1/2 cup Irish Mist 
2 packages unflavored gelatin 
2 cups beef bouillon, heated 
2 cups dry red table wine, warmed 
2 cups carrots, scraped & cut into chunks 
I cup parsnips, craped & cut into chunks 
Itsp. freshly ground pepper 
Cut out 6-8 inch circle from top of pumpkin; refit top 
loosely on pumpkin and bake in 350 degree oven for 45 
minutes, or until pulp is slightly tender. Parboil salt pork 
for 10 minutes to remove xcess alt. Drain, cube and fry 
pork in heavy-bottomed pot until golden brown. Add 
onion and brown in pork drippings. Remove onion and 
pork. Pat stewing beef dry with a towel. Fry in salt pork 
drippings. Remove beef and excess fat from potand set 
beef aside in shallow pan. Heat one-half of Irish Mist (1/4 
cup) in small pan, flame and pour over beef. Dissolve 
gelatin in bouillon. Place beef, pork and onions back in 
pot. Add bouillon mixture and pro-warmed wine. Simmer 
one and one-half hours. Add carrots; parsnips and remain- 
ing 1/4 cup Irish Mist to ragout and simmer 45 s in.  Add 
pepper and taste for seasoning. Serve ragout gravy in gravy 
boat. Fill pumpkin with beef and vegetables. Serve beef 
and vegetables from pumpkin, including small portions 
of cooked pumpkin. If desired, pumpkin seeds can be 
washed, salted and toasted in 350 ° F. oven for 20 s in.  
and used as a garnish on the ragout.' Serves 4. 
A free 28-page booMet featuring additional recipes is 
auailable by wriling: Irish Mist Recipes, Heublein PR, 
330 New Parl~ Ave.. Hartford, CT 06101. 
Marsh World 
CROW (Corvus brachyrhynchos) -- This familiar big 
black raucous-voiced bird enjoys a somewhat 
dubious reputation. It preys on the eggs and young 
of many species of birds, including ducks. However, 
B.C. 
Ttt~ d; C~c~ MY'DEAI~ 
F~P.NDS, k=VCK~..~ ' 
J 
ON THE LIGHTER SIDE 
II 
Johnny Hart 
~r 
DOONESBURY 
J ' J~ /  Z~t A 
~/ST" -  
7H/S? • IC~ Rt/N~f 
\ \ 
g/~ ~ ~'T  ~7#, /4~L  ? 
G.B. Trudeau 
CATFISH 
I~, ~A l~X/A"D I /~  T"~IRCOm3DML=R~ I I 
The Amazing Spiderman 
:by Start Lee & John Remits 
~VeN,a 2IIIIIIIIIIIIW li~l]llll[ ~s Fo~/~E, ~ ~ = , ~ v ~ ~  1 
~TR__Off~__~, l  IIIIqllllllLf. I~  ,TUN~;Ln POTrON I :~r-----r-'~r --~/~ I ~T PASl" TNE I 
Rog Bo]len 
THE WIZARD OF ID Hart & Parker 
could make an outstanding 
ndvbed. Give new ventures a success in the business or to it credit the crow con . . . . .  " " 
"dry run" before actual flnanclalworlds Youareabom . s • , . ., sumes large qu,anmms ,f" ~=~. .n~' , , r  --  Mr  . . . . .  A4 ,~. . .~__  I ~ . '~1  f ~ ,  Iv  . ~  ~ J 
tsun.hl. ,  loose,, o t . . . .+ '~. l .  , . . . . . .  or insects, mice ano reptiles aswe,  as wila fruits / / ' t /  I ,~ / l~ l , , .~t  . I rc.aq u=,, r -~r  !' Z,C...AN"r', : !  / , . ,~v. \ / / ~. h~-.-- ~ I ~,e .  ~.u~.=; =b==t.~ lt~-up.= w yuu . . . .  • .-~ ' .&. UU:::~I U]BIL4 ~ =nrl h . . . . . . .  ~i=.a= nf I~th and seeds. On the wmtermg grounds Its stable / " t I~ j l ' l ' g  _~=~II;:I~IWI ," ~ Hl~= ~:::;;~'t,~UL.A / ~ 11~i { ~j '~' i~ ) | I ~r-~u~f,r~_ I J 
(Sept. 24 to Oct, 23) . t t .~ ' -~ sexes. If you do not choo~ !cod ,s waste corn garnered ,from the harvested • ~ ' =  ~ ~ A .~- -~,  j (  ~,H .~/  /11~ ~. ' - - "  " /  / I . .~- -  / • I 
- -  - -  TlelQs /no crow arrives on its nortnern nestle ~lt~-'~: - - "~ • Cut loose from undesirable commerce as a career, you ' ,  . . . . . . .  . . .g - - - - - -~  ~_  ~ _~T- - - -~r  - - - ' '~  \ J I ~ r " /  ~ ~- - J , • I 
• ihmtt~n~ Toy nunln h,nm ~uld nen~lv  ~lm,ot~t-~ grounos m ear W ~nercn wnere ns return =s wel. ~ '~t~f '~ 4 / I  ~ ~1 "~ ~( _ ~ ~ J I~r-.  ~ e  ' ' '~  - ": I 
cornea as e naromger or spring o ~ - scratch, ff need be, Retr0cing coune--excelinmedidne, tha ' ' XL"~Ar l  ~ ~  ?/ /~(-~.  ~ _ ".. L t~-~. .~ ~.  ,~s~^tT!  
steps can be a revivifying law, music, writing or science, ~ ' r~' :~. . f .~r  ~ ~ ' o ~  ~ .  rl IIl~'k )E%~ 1 ~ ~,.~.~/  
(; k, / process in eertain areas. Birthdato f. Horace, Roman | C~ ~ ~ L ~ "  ~,  ~Jll, II ~ ~ '~t -1  JE 3~ ='~ '~? '  
SCORPIO m '~ '_  poet; Christina, 17th Cent, DucksUnlimited(C~n~d~) ~ r ~  ~ ~  i~j)?/, -.~1~-.~1~ i t . t _R j~y  [ ~ 6 ~ ,  ~. .~ i l~  
(Det. 24 tONov. 22) "V f~*"  Queen of Swedm; JanSibellus, 1495Pemb,naHwy. Win,fil~o, Man. R 3 1 2 E 2 '  '¢ • ' 0225 .77  ~ J .  ~$ .~.~,~{/"  ~ J i l l !~  E ~ ~  v 
False statements COULD famed Finnish composer; -~"  ~F" ' . '  ~ ~  ~ -  [1'1 ~J - - - .~  ~: ,~~-~-  
, mlsieadbut, underdayscapltal HerveyAilea, author. ~ "  -/ll ' ~ ~ [ I  ll,-~I~ ~' ~~~i~~l l~- - - -  
Shut-ins would appreciate a box of greeting eurds for nll ~ J ~ ' - ~  ~ ' ~  _--. J J~----- I I I  ~ltlt :l r~~:~= . . . .  ~ J ' -~  
occasions so the-, can send birthda-, ann l  . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  "" ~" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I ~ ~ ~ I graduatmn, get-well  and condolence cards to others, (And ,  - - ~. ,~-  " ~ r 
I ~ ~  ~"'~ ~ I be a sport and stamp some envelopes.) I ~-  ~[  WHY~NO..,.T- ~ l f  . . . . .  . . . .  / I 
I ~ | ~ ~ ~ I Don't give anyone a gift of clothing unless you're I / ~ I~OU H~..~ ~ H.4r:~v~- :_z~r~ I I~ ,,,T~U -~w~t~'~t -P l  |
| ~ ~ ~ | absolutely sure the size is right, And thatgoes for thecolor [/ A I~ TH~ WI;~A~-  . . . . . . . . .  ~ J |  L.rT~L..~ [~={JN'T" } 
I I I - " ~ ' "  I and style, too. ![ ~ ~ i ~ [ ~  A ' I ~ I ~ ~ I ~ I ~ ~ f ~ 
I ~ .~r  _._ " = I If you re tempted to pass along a scarf, purse, w~lletor ~ ~_~ . . . . . . . . . . .  / (  ~ L;~)// I ,~---~;~,.,.- ,~[L,~q'~ , .  
| ~ ~ " ~T- -~__ .  ~ # # I some useless little doodad you received for Chr istmas ~ II~'UTH ~=~LVM [~ ~- :~ ' -  [ /~=~ ~ Ill I I;,hrF ](~ 
I ~. . '~ J t ,= .  I t~e~I I /E" IP"~OOl /~,  I three years ago, please don't. It's a pretty tat=' bet the [ ~_  ~ ~ I " / ,,/ ~ I I ~ ~h' ,~P~ 
| ~  ....... ~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ | reeipient will find it just as useless as you did. (Besides, [ ~ ' - - - -~f  ~ ] ( ' J  ~ / J  ~[ !l~[f~--T 
I ~ .... ~ g/ I YOU might get it back the year after next.) . ~ v ~ [ ~ ~ ~ a l Jill I I ~ :'t,~ 
I ~  ~ If someone on your gift Hst is living an a izension, a check | ~ ,_~-~ ~I I  I :~ l  ,,,~11~1!11 I . , L  
~ " ' ~ ~  . . -~,~.. ._  ~ _ I for any amount would he much more app¢¢dated than a / "]llJ~-~. 1,~'-LJ / ~ -~qi l l l l l l l  lil,{ 
- " - -  ~ ~ ~ frivolous little trinket. Or give someone wire's counting his [ - -  ,~M~/  [~'-=--------~ r~ ~'l l i l l l  Ill Ill % 
pennies ayear's ubscription tothe daily newspaper or to a | ~1~/ ' /  ~ I [~.J~;~====, ~. l~ l  Ill. Jh,JI 
magazine you know he~l enjoy. I ~- -=- '~ '~-~ .. . .  ~" I ~ ~"  
Don't give anyone a pet unless you're absolutely sure he L ~ ~ '  ~ - \  I ~ 
- - - -  - A - -  , . wants one and is able to care for it properly. • . • 
~!~1~1 ~ ! : I t  r l~tn ' too  Dontgive glfts of wine or Hquor un[ean yours sure the __  
recipients imbibe. Candy, nuts and fruitcake make/  ~ ~ I ~  I ~ I 
. . . . . . .  wonderful gifts for those who aren't counting their r / /  ~ T~UTH ~ l /  . . . . . . .  ~ I / . ~ I 
["~ 1 tP~ -¢~ I I t ' l / ' 1~ I #'N r t  ~ calories, but have compassion for those who are, and lead ~ '~ [ --~.,~'~ . . . .  / ~ ~ If -'_~.~_.,, ~ i / ~-~'-~ \ " / 
• ~,,~ es i .  ~ ~ = ~ t s V i _ _  I~  them not into temptation. J l .~. I ~r~v, - ,  ~,(Ju~P" 
Reslst glving toddlers stuffed animuis and dolls that are lilt!i- = } I I f / 
bigger than THEY are. And parents will thaak you for not I ! l t : l l l  ~ "T'~ ~ I - Y  I _ Ik - r / I k . . . .  ~ '  / A / 
m,,  A~:~-- - - := t ~- - -  m . . . . .  sending their children horns, drums, sirens or whistles. If ] ] ]  [I l]~I"1 ~ - " 1 ] ~ , I ~ / .  J " ~ J ?~ ] 
Dy/ '~UI  ~11 V~I I  DU/~I I  u iv am erbeok b ' I ~ ~-'~: Y. yo g each i ldag  e , e sare it  s ln the right age ], ! l] lilll.~ ~- - - -~r  - - - - - '~  ~-  I - - '~  ~,  I . ~r - '~  ~ 1 
~lg7?byTheChlcagoTribuno.N.Y.NewsSynd.lnc. range, h;]l I If It I ~ ~ ,c~----~-,,~-" I . .~ /__  ~' - - I k  /, 
Instead of giving someone a gift with permission to l i ' / i ,  l l l l ] l .~lU .~ ._ ( '3  " ~  I /~ '~.~I~|~-~ ~ i ~  ,~ / 
"take it back and exchange it if it's not what you want,"]ill [ l /][ i~/l[ '~ ~ i~ '~r~ ~ J (---.~ " ~ I I / ] ! [ !L~ ~11~'~.'~ "/ ~ 
DEAR READERS: Christmes will soon be here, sotake why not save yourself (and them) mueh time and effort by l l Ji ll ( l !'/ l l i l~l~ / J~d~7 ~ I ~ . /  )'lll l', fill / [ J ] J zz~ ~ 
a tip from me and do your Christmas h0pving early, giving them a gift certificate in the first place. Itl l l/I t t l i  I " : ,~!~/  I I I I~'~l , ~ : / ' A  --~' Ihl I illh~,-~ ~ - ~1  ~ 
If you're wondering what to give Aunt Matilda or Great ~ 1  ~ ~ L~-----I ~'~, ' ) J - '~ '~ I ~ ~  
Grandpa, who don't get out much, let me tell you what DEAR ABBY: A reader signed PEDANTIC P U N D I T ~ ~  I t  "~  • . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  tooR "'ou to task for her in-  made a "--atom . . . . . . .  ~ u i I ~ gwe cnem: no ausung powuer, ar~er-snave or y . ,g . gr a~lCa~ error. .. 
cologne. (They probably have several unopened boxes Pundit should know that there ~s no such thmg as a _~- - - - , ,~r=, ,m~ , , - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,,.',,'~ . . . .  ~ . . . .  s~ . . . . . . . . .  ,~  
gathering dust on their closet shelves.) "grammaticalam ~ error," but there may ~oe an "error" in rE#l~_  A~r l J , !~r~,  I l l  [ ~  ] / /  / f '~  " ~ c '~'~- ' | yaros/,man jne nUnt~Snme omm~ie~r"~Y'~eocc,sn w'ho~e o f  "the °Un~ted'%-'n~ ~.~ s 
C-wandpa doesn t need an°ther n'ekt|e'  and Grandma gr mar " I " , • . ,, = ~ ~ pint of beer, wine or whisky dom, but the Scots are still drO:acSeni~t:eally want any more brooches, necldaeee or - Sl.gn me asa teacher of Enghsh, NOT as some say, an -- was much bigger than the inclined to think of bigger 
. ~ngnsn teacher. - )~ British measure In fact, the things. Whisky is served in Wi th  the price of groceries up so high, folks who llve EIGHTY-ONE AND STILL AT IT ~ I ~ ' ~  " ~ - ~ J  . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . .  
alone on a fixed income would probably be delighted to . . . . . .  _sv Jack House, The 0,,Icier t~7"..,/,j~,..~~,7,,,./ =co~ pros.was m.e equwa=e.nt larger measures ,n ~co~mna 
receive a basket of assorted groceries. Include small cans ~ecung married? No matter how little you have to spend " Teeche,'$ ~colch IMormahon Cent,e [ ~ ~ ' ~ . . / f  ~ ] Ol scout ~ree..pmts.~mperm, ~e ~ ~_j,~ j ~_,~ ~8~unu.  
ol.salmon, chicken, ham, tnna, vegetables, fruit, instant or now uneonventionalyour lifestyle, It can be lovely. Send A Point About  A Pint ~/ -~ J~,~.~/ ( -~/ ,h  '1 me~ur~ ~o .the om ~co~ ~en~re, ?_oc~j~,?,o,m_u,s?n 
co~ee, ~ea nags, crackers, cookies and instant soup mix. for Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding." Odd ,,uestlon' If ~,ou ~c~/~.~. .~. .~ I song,. ~aae ormg co me a pat  . .o f  ,~ ,~ou~,~~ 
UIO IOIK8 can alw "* -, ~ o wine, meant ~nac me y = , • ays uselined stationery with envelopes Enclose $I and a long stamped (24 cents) self-addressed walked a Scots :mile- ~whv ~ - ~ * ~ --. . ' . - ,  . . . .  ¢ ,. ^ ~-,,,^- in i'he'~,-~:u;~, "~-~"~,~"~ 
aria a generous uppzy of postage stamps. (And enclose envelope to Ahby: 13Z Losky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. would you be glad of a~c0t~ Answer' The o~d C0~'h w~outT'b~'~upp'.e~ 7 . . . . . . .  a decide~d'"di'f~fere'n'ce'i'n'~the 
some new felt-tip pens. too.) 90212, pint? mile (1,984 yards)was tbn:~er Nowadays the" measure-quantity. 
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